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ABSTRACT

The nature of my dissertation inquiry and my overall argument explore the role
that white racial identity has in the teaching and pedagogy of new ESOL teachers.
Throughout this dissertation I argue for better understandings of race to raise awareness
of how knowledge systems are socially constructed to support a level of inequality that
disadvantages ESOL students of color. As ESOL teachers begin their work, I question
how their white racial identity and cultural positionality influence their perceptions of
diverse groups of English language learners and how these perceptions influence their
teaching.
I focus on the social construction of knowledge to examine how notions of race in
society and institutions of schooling have contributed to categorizing ESOL students as
"Other," which enables a shift from an individual acts of discrimination based on cultural
difference to an institutional level analysis of relations of domination. This broader
analysis facilitates an understanding of the underlying social structures that obscure
racial inequality and white privilege. I look at how taken-for-granted knowledge systems
are maintained in educational institutions to highlight the role that teachers unwittingly
play in sustaining such structures. I also examine how ESOL policy and practice have
been influenced by organizations and fields of research that shape how culture and
teacher identity are addressed in ESOL education.
I use a qualitative research methodology to cross analyze teacher perspectives on
racial identity. Through the transcripts of interviews and observations, I analyze teacher
dialogue to understand the preconceptual elements involved in racialized discourse and
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the factors that predetermine it. A grounded theory method of data collection allows me
to develop theory based on teacher transcript data and to put forth propositions for a
conceptualization of ESOL teacher education that considers the influence of white racial
identity on teaching.
The thematic categories that emerged examine: 1) notions of race and white racial
identity, 2) white racial identity in the ESOL classroom, and 3) marginalization of ESOL
in the school community. Describing and further explaining these themes contributes to
my argument by illustrating the ways in which the participants conceptualized issues of
race and white racial identity, and how these conceptions linked to classroom practice.
Lastly, I discuss the implications that arise in the relationships between the
thematic categories that emerged in this study. By analyzing the interconnectedness of
these themes, I describe the elements important for an ESOL teacher education
knowledge base. In so doing, I suggest ways to better prepare ESOL preservice teachers
to enter their diverse classrooms with a heightened sense of how racial inequality and
white racial identity play out in teaching.
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CHAPTER I
AN EXAMINATION OF THE ROLE OF WHITE RACIAL IDENTITY FOR NEW
ESOL TEACHERS
There are many influential factors that contribute to an individual's self-identity,
such as race, ethnicity, culture, class, gender, sexual orientation, religion, physical ability,
age, and so on. While individuals may identify more with one aspect of their identity than
another, it has been documented in the fields of psychology and education that racial
membership plays a significant role in perceptions of oneself and the environment in
which they live (Helms, 1993; Kailin, 2002; Tatum, 1997). In studies of American
mainstream teachers and the factors that influence their pedagogy, white racial
membership and the cultural positionality that this inherently implies, has been shown to
have implications for teacher/student interactions in ways that limit minority student
academic achievement (Delpit, 1995; Ladson-Billings, 2001; Sleeter, 1996). For ESOL
teachers, whose target student population consists entirely of minority students, there has
been little inquiry into how teacher racial identity affects classroom pedagogy (Kubota,
2001). My concern is that white ESOL teachers could be disadvantaging the very
students they seek to empower by not knowing the ways in which their racial and cultural
membership informs the decisions they make about teaching. These decisions, in turn,
could affect the ways they interpret and evaluate student academic work.
To address the issue of teacher racial identity, I ask my main research question:
What role does white racial identity play in the teaching and pedagogy of new ESOL
teachers? I argue that a better understanding of race and white racial identity is necessary
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to raise awareness of how knowledge systems are socially constructed in ways that
support a level of inequality that disadvantages ESOL students of color (Kailin, 2002;
Ladson-Billings, 2001; Sleeter, 2001). Such an understanding, I believe, could foster a
personal and institutional level analysis that would impel these teachers to actively
promote issues of social justice in their teaching and empower them to advocate for the
same with their colleagues.
My main research question stems from my experience as a teacher of ESOL
students and ESOL preservice teachers. I have noticed in classroom discussions
regarding issues of race and culture that white ESOL preservice teachers lack awareness
about how their whiteness gives them unearned advantages in American society solely
because of their race. This lack of awareness becomes evident when being white is not
seen as a racial marker or when there is no realization of the extent to which knowledge
structures are determined, constructed, and reinforced by dominant culture. Not being
mindful of the aspects and assumptions of white culture as well as the influence that
these factors have on the way certain knowledge systems are validated, could cause
ESOL teachers to misinterpret their students' verbal and written responses to academic
work, resulting in inaccurate evaluations. As these ESOL teachers begin to work, how
will understandings of white race and cultural positionality influence their perceptions of
diverse groups of English language learners? In what ways will these perceptions
influence their teaching?
The perspectives that diverse students bring to their learning requires teachers to
know how to foster academic success for them (Delpit, 1995; Igoa, 1995; LadsonBillings, 2001; Sleeter, 2001). Throughout this dissertation, I argue that knowledge

2
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about issues of race and white privilege could assist ESOL teachers in developing an
awareness of the alternative knowledge structures that inform ESOL student work. This
awareness could enable more accurate responses to student academic work and better
understandings of how to advocate for their students when issues arise with mainstream
teachers, students, and administrators.
There is a body of current literature on the importance of cultural strategies and
techniques for ESOL teachers (Hinkel, 1999; Johnson, 2000b; Zamel, 2002). There
remains, however, a lack of research regarding how these teachers negotiate the meaning
of their white racial identity and how these understandings influence their perspectives
and beliefs about teaching (Kubota, 2001; Penny cook, 1998). As McIntyre states,
"...further research is needed in the area of how white teachers make meaning of racism,
whiteness, multicultural education, and their racial identities and how that meaningmaking is directly linked to their teaching practices (1997,174)." In this research, I
strive to determine the implications of this lack of attention by conducting a study to
better understand the ESOL teacher participants’ beliefs and practices in regards to race
and culture.

Terms and Definitions
In this section, I lay out the terms and definitions that I use throughout my
dissertation. The term English to Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL) has recently
replaced English as a Second Language (ESL) in the state of New Hampshire. This shift
is due to the fact that many English language learners are learning English as their third
or fourth language, not just as their second one. In this sense, ESOL more accurately
describes this situation. I realize, however, that the widespread use of the terms ESL

3
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(English as a Second Language), ELL (English Language Learners), non-native English
speakers, English learners, and second language learners are often used synonymously. I
prefer to use the term ESQL, which I believe most accurately conveys the language
learning situation of many people who learn English not only as their second, but as their
third, fourth, and so on, language.
I use the term 'race' in its socially constructed sense to refer to the imposed racial
categories usually based on differences in skin color and physical characteristics (Kailin,
2002). While there is only one race, the human race, the concept of race as an ideology
was developed with the expansion of Europe to justify the African slave trade and
European colonialism (McIntyre, 1997). Goldberg maintains that race is "a fluid,
transforming, historically specific concept parasitic on theoretic and social discourses for
the meaning it assumes at any historical moment (Goldberg, 1993)." In contrast to the
centuries old use of the term 'race', the term 'racism' is a recent construct that did not
appear in Webster's New International Dictionary until 1961 (Kailin, 2002). Goldberg
insists that there is no generic sense of racism, only historically specific notions
structured by their own "sociotemporally specific causes (1993, 90)." He states,
There is no single (set of) transcendental determinant(s) that inevitably
causes the occurrence of racism—be it nature, or drive, or mode of
production, or class formation. There are only the minutiae that make up
the fabric of daily life and specific interests and values, the cultures out of
which racialized discourse and racist expressions arise (1993, p. 90).
The gradual contextually and historically dependent influences that determine racism
build upon everyday occurrences, which become normalized in institutions of schooling
(McCarthy, 1990).

4
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Although race is, at times, seen to come together with ethnicity, in this paper, I
distinguish the two by using the term 'ethnicity' to refer specifically to populations within
nations that differ culturally from the dominant mainstream culture of that area or region
and who are generally understood to be either conquered peoples or immigrants (Helms,
1993). I use the term 'culture' to refer to a dynamic system of social values, cognitive
codes, behavioral standards, worldviews, and beliefs used to give order and meaning to
people's lives (Delgado-Gaitan & Trueba, 1991). In this sense, one's culture is developed
as a dynamic process through which everyday practices and events are interpreted, coded
and assigned value (Spindler, 1990). The use of the term ‘white culture’ is problematic in
several regards because of its interconnectivity to socioeconomic class as well as other
identity markers such as gender, sexual orientation, profession, among others
(Rothenberg, 2002). ‘White culture’ throughout this dissertation refers to people living in
America that are considered by the dominant majority to be mainstream, of EuropeanAmerican descent, and of the middle-class.
While culture is often used synonymously with one’s racial category, there are
key distinctions that necessitate a specific targeting of racial discourse in order to address
issues of racial advantage (white privilege) and relational domination (Howard, 1999;
McIntyre, 1997). Throughout this proposal I distinguish between race and culture in order
to address the implications of omitting race from the discourse of ESOL education.
The term 'racial identity' in my main research question refers to "a sense of group
or collective identity based on one's perceptions that he or she shares a common racial
heritage with a particular racial group (Helms, 1993, 3)." While racial identity refers to
how one perceives themselves within a racial group, the term 'whiteness' refers to "a

5
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system and ideology of white dominance that marginalizes and oppresses people of
color, ensuring existing privileges for white people in this country (McIntyre, 1997, 3).
In the section on the invisibility of white racial identity in Chapter 2 , 1 describe the ways
in which personal perceptions of racial identity overlap with systemic practices and
ideological beliefs of whiteness.
The term 'white privilege’ is a concept that specifically addresses systemic level
advantages that benefit Euro-American culture. Peggy McIntosh defines white privilege
as,
An invisible package of unearned assets which [one] can count on cashing
in each day, but about which [one] was 'meant' to remain oblivious. White
privilege is like an invisible weightless knapsack of special provisions,
assurance, tools, maps, guides, codebooks, passports, visas, clothes,
compass, emergency gear, and blank checks (McIntosh, 1988, p. 1).
The driving concepts of white privilege consist of two elements: the characteristics of
the privileged group define the societal norm, which often benefits the members of this
group, and secondly, members of this group can rely on their privilege to avoid objecting
to oppressive outcomes (Wildman, 2002).
In addition, I use the terms 'Black' and 'African-American' to refer to people of
African descent who live in the United States. I have borrowed Kailin's (2002)
reasoning for the capitalization of the term 'Black' and the non-capitalization of the term
'white'. One of the reasons why people of the African diaspora may call themselves
Black rather than a specific ethnicity is because their true ethnicity was robbed from
them during slavery, when all attempts were made to erase the history and identity of
the African peoples. In this sense, the use of Black is more characteristic of nationality
and thus not comparable to white, which refers more to skin color of no particular or

6
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specific national origin. Whites can and do refer to themselves by their ethnic heritages-Italian, Italian American, German, Irish, and so on... (Kailin, 2002, p. xxi). Given the
racial or ethnic discrimination that people of color have experienced in the U.S., the
capitalization of terms for identification is important for legitimization and recognition
(Kailin, 2002).

Nature of inquiry
In this section, I explain the nature of my dissertation inquiry and how my overall
argument progresses throughout each chapter. In Chapter I, “An examination of the role
of white racial identity for new ESOL teachers,” I explain my research question: What
role does white racial identity play in the teaching and pedagogy of new ESOL teachers?
I argue that a better understanding of race and white racial identity is necessary to raise
awareness of the ways knowledge systems are socially constructed to support a level of
inequality that disadvantages ESOL students of color (Kailin, 2002; Ladson-Billings,
2001; Sleeter, 2001). As ESOL teachers begin their work, I question how their white
racial identity and cultural positionality influence their perceptions of diverse groups of
English language learners and how these perceptions influence their teaching.
In Chapter II, "Theoretical framework," I focus on the social construction of
knowledge. This chapter contributes to my argument by examining how notions of race
in society and institutions of schooling have contributed to categorizing ESOL students as
"Other." Establishing how ESOL students have been categorized as "Other" is important
because it allows for a shift from cultural difference to relations of domination, and in
effect, a broader analysis of power relationships and social stratification. An institutional
level analysis of relationships rather than individual acts of discrimination aids in

7
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understanding the underlying social structures that obscure racial inequality and white
privilege. Focusing on how taken-for-granted knowledge systems are maintained in
educational institutions assists in highlighting the role that teachers unwittingly play in
sustaining such structures. I also examine how ESOL policy and practice have been
influenced by organizations and fields of research that have shaped how culture and
teacher identity are addressed in ESOL education.
In Chapter III, "Research procedures," I argue that a qualitative research
methodology is most appropriate for this study because it enables me to cross analyze
teacher perspectives on racial identity through interviews and observations and to put
forth propositions that are informed by existing theory. Using a grounded theory method
of data collection allowed me to connect theory based on teacher transcript data to
classroom practice. Analyzing teacher dialogue and considering the factors that
predetermine it are essential to understanding the "preconceptual elements of racialized
discourse (Goldberg, 1993)," where participants’ beliefs about race and white racial
identity are regarded in relationship to their teaching. This chapter also describes the
specific contexts of the schools and cities or towns where the participants’ live and work.
Chapter IV "Teacher identity: Issues of race and culture in ESOL teaching," is
divided into three sections that each examine one category of themes that emerged in this
study. The first thematic section, "Notions of race and racial identity," includes four
subsections that address: definitions of ESOL education, the minimization of the impact
of racial comments made to ESOL students, the minimization of the influence of teaching
context on teacher racial identity, and the avoidance and negativity in discourse about
white racial identity. The purpose of this section is to describe how the participants

R
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conceptualize and articulate their notions of race in general and whiteness in particular.
The second section, "White racial identity in the ESOL classroom," looks at the ways in
which the themes about racial identity tie to classroom practice. In this section, I draw
from observation transcripts and notes to illustrate how participants' addressed issues of
race when they arose in the classroom. The third section, "Marginalization of ESOL in
the school community," examines the status of the ESOL teachers, students, and
programs within the broader context of their school community. I discuss the physical
and social marginalization of these teachers and their programs within the school.
In Chapter 5 “Implications,” I discuss the relationship between the thematic
categories that emerged in this study. By analyzing these themes, I describe the elements
important for conceptualizing a knowledge base for ESOL teacher education that will
better prepare preservice teachers to enter their diverse classrooms with a heightened
awareness of racial inequality and white racial identity.

9
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CHAPTER II

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

This chapter provides the theoretical framework that informs this research project
and the literature review to support my overall argument. The theoretical framework
focuses on the social construction of knowledge and contributes to my argument by
examining how notions of race in society and institutions of schooling have contributed
to categorizing ESOL students as "Other." Establishing how ESOL students have been
categorized as "Other" is important because it allows for a shift of focus from cultural
difference to relations of domination, and in effect, a broader analysis of power
relationships and social stratification. An institutional level analysis of relationships
rather than individual acts of discrimination aids in understanding the underlying social
structures that obscure racial inequity and white privilege. Focusing on how taken-forgranted knowledge systems are maintained in educational institutions assists in
highlighting the role that teachers unwittingly play in sustaining inequitable structures.
There are four main sections in this chapter: “Development of educational policy
towards racial minorities,” “Race, power, and identity,” “ESOL policy and practice,” and
“Nature of inquiry.” One purpose of this chapter is to briefly review the history of the
development of educational policy towards racial minorities. Another is to delineate how
beliefs about race are socially constructed and how individual identity reflects this
construction. Lastly, I provide an analysis of the ways that race has been addressed in the
field of ESOL in order to contextualize my overall inquiry. These sections contribute to
my overall argument by examining the ways in which ESOL teachers can more

10
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accurately address ESOL student work by developing better understandings of race and
culture.

Development of educational policy towards racial minorities
In order to situate this study, I first consider the role that issues of race and culture
have had in preparing teachers for diverse classrooms. Such consideration is important to
my study because it highlights the ways that policy makers have understood the
responsibility of education to address the needs of minority groups and bilingual
programs, which influence ideological approaches to teaching. In this section, I give a
brief history of the development of American educational policy towards racial minorities
and the beginning of multicultural education in the 1960's. I discuss the general
perspectives and ideological assumptions of multicultural policy towards racial inequality
and how it is embodied in school curricula today.
For over one hundred years, a basic assimilationist model formed the core of
educational and state policies toward ethnic difference in the U.S. (McCarthy, 1993).
Institutions of education were viewed as the means for educational policymakers and the
ruling elite to consciously attempt to cultivate norms of citizenship and a conformist
American identity that bound together a population of diverse national origins (Kaestle,
1983). This assimilationist ideology was grounded in response to the waves of
immigrants from southern Europe who came to work in urban factories around the turn of
the 20th century; they were seen as a threat to the social order established by the previous
European American citizenry (McCarthy, 1993).
In addition to promoting conformity to American customs and values, educational
policymakers relied on coercive state legislation to control the flow of non-Anglo
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immigrants into the U.S. (McCarthy, 1993). This included the exclusionary clauses of the
U.S. Immigrant Acts of 1917 and 1924, which drastically limited the number of
immigrants from southern and eastern Europe, Asia, and Latin America (McCarthy,
1993). In educational institutions serving Hispanic, Native American, and Black youth,
efforts were made to eliminate "ethnic traits" considered to be inimical to the dominant
culture, resulting in institutions such as the Hampton Institute in the early 20th century
designed to equip these youth with "the skills that would bring them to the level of the
white middle class" (Kliebard, 1986, 126; McCarthy, 1993).
The cultural incorporation for minority groups such as Blacks and Native
Americans, however, relegated members of these groups to the lowest social position in
this new racial ordering. At the same time, the assimilationist ideals advocated by
institutions of schooling and state agencies benefited white Americans, as well as white
European ethnic groups by allowing them to enter middle class society and thus, increase
their social status (McCarthy, 1993). By the 1950's and 1960's, assimilationist ideals
came under attack by Black groups and the Civil Rights Movement, who raised
particularly strong opposition in areas of education (McCarthy, 1993). Black and other
minority groups contended that schools as they were organized in America were
fundamentally racist and did not address the needs and aspirations of minorities
(McCarthy, 1993). Minority groups demanded more control of institutions in their
communities with greater minority representation in the administration and a radical
redefinition of school curriculum to include Black Studies, which constituted a strategic
challenge to the taken-for-granted Eurocentric foundations of school curriculum
(McCarthy, 1993).

12
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From this increased pressure by minority groups for equality and opportunity in
education and society, multicultural education became one of the most powerful
educational slogans in the 1970's and 1980's (McCarthy, 1993). Federal legislation for
ethnic studies and bilingual programs signified ideological commitments to multicultural
approaches as remedies to racial tension and differences in schooling (Grant & Sleeter,
1989). As these approaches developed within education, ideological differences emerged
about how best to prepare teachers to address difference in their curriculum and teaching.
The resulting struggles over interpretations of what was considered to be valid knowledge
have shaped how issues of race and culture are taken up in teacher education today.
R ace, power, and identity
In this section, I focus on the broad contextual influences that inform this research
project. By analyzing the intersections of race and the underlying aspects of power that
drive and determine what is considered valid knowledge, I illustrate how individual
identity reflects the ways in which race has been conceptualized and articulated in an
American context. In the first subsection "The social construction of knowledge," I
examine how socially constructed knowledge frameworks reflect dominant culture views
on race, ethnicity, and culture. By looking at how this knowledge is constructed and
maintained in educational institutions, I illustrate how teachers can unwittingly sustain a
level of inequity that maintains racist relationships. The second subsection, "Social
construction: Notions of race," addresses how notions of race are influenced by
designations of 'multicultural' and 'Otherness' that work to diminish social status for
ESOL students. Explicating how these notions play into conceptualizations of race and
culture contributes to my overall argument by highlighting how social constructions of
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difference are determined and solidified. In the third subsection, "Social construction of
racialized discourse," I examine how discourse on race has been socially constructed in
ways that determine how it is articulated and how presumptions of race contribute to
racial exclusion in schools. The last subsection, "Invisibility of white privilege," analyzes
how normalized assumptions of dominant white culture can marginalize people of color.
I argue that understanding the fundamental aspects of white privilege would assist ESOL
teachers in broadening their notions of the alternative knowledge structures that inform
ESOL students and thereby, can lead to more accurate evaluations of students’
participation in class and their course work.

Social construction of knowledge
In this subsection, I establish how knowledge systems of the dominant culture are
constructed and maintained in educational institutions to sustain a level of inequity that
unwittingly makes teachers complicit in maintaining racist relationships. I focus on how
mainstream and ESOL teacher knowledge mirrors and reflects these broader views on
race and ethnicity.
Inquiry into knowledge systems is important to deconstruct the assumptions
within society and institutions of schooling (Apple, 1979). Institutions of cultural
preservation and distribution like schools create and recreate forms of consciousness that
enable social control to be maintained without the necessity of dominant groups having to
resort to overt mechanisms of domination (McCarthy, 2000). This social control is
maintained by the knowledge taught in schools and the selection and organization of this
knowledge (McCarthy, 1990). Understanding the concept of hegemony illuminates how
power is constructed within society by focusing on the “organized assemblage of
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meanings and practices, the central, effective and dominant system of meanings, values
and actions which are lived (Apple, 1979, p. 5).” Hegemony acts upon individuals in
society in ways that saturate their very consciousness, so that the educational, economic
and social world become the only world (McLaren, 1995; Robbins, 1999). Such
knowledge systems are unconsciously constructed by the specific activities,
contradictions, and relationships among people as they go about their daily lives within
the institutions which organize them (McCarthy, 2000). The gradual, subtle practices, and
the repeated performance of specific acts become so ingrained in peoples' lives that,
without notice, they are taken for granted to become a part of the "normal" and "natural"
(Foucault, 1977).
Foucault (1977) describes these unnoticed acts as being of eternal importance, for
these small details can emerge as a set of techniques, methods, plans and eventually
knowledge. Relations of domination take root when schools reinforce knowledge forms
that limit critical inquiry into those ideologies that are unquestioningly passed off as the
only conception of the good, such as a capitalist economic structure or a democratic
system of governance (McCarthy, 2000). Educational institutions play a significant role
in limiting critical inquiry into certain knowledge structures because of their ability to
maintain control over the presentation and reinforcement o f certain forms of inquiry
(Lesko, 2000; Popkewitz, 1998). Unconscious knowledge construction plays out in the
hidden curriculum, exemplified in the curricula of social studies and science, which
promotes a consensus theory of science that under-emphasizes the role of disagreement
over methodology and the resulting expansion of knowledge that has come from such
disagreement (Apple, 1999). On an individual level, in studies of white racial identity, an
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ideology of consensus emerges among white participants that glosses over conflict and
disagreement about racial issues that result in maintaining a "culture of niceness" (Kailin,
2002; McIntyre, 1997). Ignoring the vital role that argumentation and controversy play in
expanding dominant knowledge systems can result in limiting the direction inquiry can
take.
The key to disrupting the cycle of consensus ideology is to address conflict in the
classroom with the idea that conflict can foster a necessary part of progress (Kailin, 2002;
McIntyre, 1997). "Conflicts are the systematic products of the changing structure of a
society and by their very nature tend to lead to progress...conflicts must be looked at as a
basic and often beneficial dimension of the dialectic of activity we label society (Apple,
1979, p. 97)." When a teacher works to dispel notions of consensus that create images of
harmonious unity, dissenters are not placed outside of the 'norm' or marked as 'Other'
(McIntyre, 1997). Teaching and pedagogy that includes conflict and the progress
stemming from it, promote debate and ways of working through disagreement to make
evident the ways in which conflict can illuminate the complexity of lived experience and
thus, reduce the tendency to normalize knowledge systems that place minority students as
"Other". In turn, addressing ways to disrupt an ideology of consensus could facilitate an
understanding for ESOL teachers about alternative knowledge systems, which would
problematize beliefs that, to them, are “normal” and “natural.”
In addition to following a consensus ideology, schools also reinforce unconscious
knowledge construction through the concept of selective tradition (Apple, 1979). Under
this concept, schools determine the extent to which critical inquiry can occur by selecting
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those historical events deemed most important or noteworthy; the point of view advanced
is often that of the most powerful group (Aronowitz & Giroux, 1991; McCarthy, 1990).
Educators need to take up the task of redefining educational leadership through
forms of social criticism, civic courage, and public engagement that allow them to
expand oppositional spaces—both within and outside of schools—which
increasingly challenge the ideological representations and relations of power that
undermine democratic public life (Aronowitz & Giroux, 1991, p. 89).
Selective tradition is promoted to solidify the position of the dominant culture in society
by limiting the boundaries of critical inquiry (Aronowitz & Giroux, 1991; Lesko &
Bloom, 2000). For ESOL teachers unaware of how tradition selectively supports
dominant constructs, positive evaluations based on student conformity to these constructs
could unwittingly impose an assimilationist ideology on ESOL students. For example, if
an ESOL student of color were to respond to an assignment by bringing up issues of race
which were then dismissed or passed over as irrelevant by the teacher, the student might
conclude that such topics are not valid or appropriate to bring up in school, making them
less likely to question dominant standards of whiteness. Similarly, if a Japanese ESOL
student was unfamiliar with the American ideology of individualism, they could be
evaluated negatively by not raising their hand to participate in class discussions because
of the way they were taught not to stand out within a group. Without an awareness of the
dominant knowledge systems that inform and guide teaching practices, educators could
negatively evaluate ESOL students according to compliance to such practices.
The research in this section suggests that institutions of schooling contribute to
the reproduction of unconscious knowledge forms to solidify ideologies that advantage
the dominant culture and establish hegemonic relationships. This occurs through an
ideology of consensus and selected tradition. Analyzing the ways that conflict constructs
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notions of "Other" fosters an examination of how socially constructed knowledge
systems can sustain a level of inequity that unwittingly validates conformity to dominant
knowledge systems and makes ESOL teachers complicit in maintaining racist
relationships. This inequity can be sustained when teachers are unaware of how dominant
culture structures and influences their own existing knowledge base.

Social construction: Notions of race
In this section, I examine how notions of race are impacted by designations of
‘multicultural1and 'Otherness' in ways that diminish the social status of ESOL students.
This analysis contributes to my overall argument by highlighting how social
constructions of difference are determined and solidified in ways that not only affect
ESOL students but also how ESOL teachers respond to these students.
The contested grounds of socio-cultural definitions and political agencies drive
the designation of 'multicultural' (Bannerji, 2000; Benhabib, 2002). When cultural
identity is assigned by dominant culture, an identifiable margin emerges where claims for
marginality are ensured because of their validation by the center (Spivak, 1993). Spivak
maintains that such designations negotiate "not even a 'race or a social type'...but an
economic principle of identification through separation (1993, p. 55)." For ESOL
students, this separation results from reinforcement of pre-cast designations by teachers
and administrators who use such broad terms as “Hispanic” or “Asian” instead of
Mexican or Korean without realizing that each culture's history and unique tradition can
be so dissimilar from each other that the perceived overlap is considered to be minimal in
the eyes of the designated ethnic "community" (Benhabib, 2002). These broad terms
explain notions of "Otherness" in terms of social position and could contribute to a
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diminished social status for ESOL students that further alienates them from not only the
teaching and administrative staff within the school, but also from their dominant group
peers. This alienation would be the result of teachers not understanding the salient issues
within the students' multicultural communities where alternative knowledge systems
inform notions of behavior and academic achievement.
Seyla Benhabib maintains that cultural assumptions form a "reductionist
sociology of culture" that, as Kubota articulates, reify boundedness and internal
homogeneity (2002, p. 4). As a result, the positions of observer and observed emerge,
where the social observer (e.g. a teacher) imposes, along with those in local positions of
power and influence, a sense of unity and cohesion for the purposes of understanding and
control (Benhabib, 2002). In schools, English language-learners become the observed and
certain characteristics are attached to them regardless of their native culture; they become
part of the "ESOL student" group conceptualized as "Other" and placed apart from the
mainstream. Benhabib states,
Struggles for recognition among individuals and groups are really efforts to
negate the status of "otherness," insofar as otherness is taken to entail disrespect,
domination, and inequality. Individuals and groups struggle to attain respect, selfworth, freedom, and equality while also retaining some sense of selfhood (2002,
p. 8).
Within this context, classrooms can be seen as sites of struggle where knowledge,
experiences, discourse practices and ways of using language and literacy represent larger
struggles (Auerbach, 1995). The interests of ESOL learners cannot be separated from
their need to challenge the marginalization they feel due to the educational content and
school process (Auerbach, 1995). When the dominant group shapes the educational
agenda with the goal of reproducing existing social relationships, resistance becomes
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apparent and visible in overt rejection of teacher authority, refusal to learn in prescribed
ways, or quitting school altogether (Giroux, 1983; Ogbu, 1991). These forms of
resistance display ideological clarity and commitment to collective action toward social
transformation, rather than merely oppositional, unclear, ambivalent, and largely passive
behavior (Giroux, 1 9 8 3 ) . Such struggles can play out in ESOL classrooms with student
claims of not understanding a language component of teacher instruction in order to
interrupt or postpone work. Understanding the social and political influences that
contribute to marking ESOL students as “Other” could assist ESOL teachers in
recognizing how resistant behavior could stem from feelings of marginalization and a
need to gain status. In turn, teachers might misinterpret student actions as the result of
difficult assignments, lack of initiative, or low proficiency level, which could cause them
to assign work that was not challenging enough or no homework at all. An increased
awareness of how society and institutions of schooling designate cultural difference could
impel ESOL teachers to incorporate strategies that emphasize not only language building
skills but also skills that work to rebuild students’ diminished social status.
Teachers interested in moving beyond positioning diverse students as "Other" do
so by shifting the focus of their teaching from cultural difference to relations of
domination (Kailin, 2002). Bringing student awareness to the dynamics of social
relationships rather than individual acts of discrimination, allows for better
understandings of how underlying social structures develop, which can facilitate more
substantive discussion on issues of inequality. Such a shift expands individual-level
attention toward broader group and institutional level analyses that examine cultural
group domination to reveal how systemic level inequality is sustained. Through such an
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expansion, the core knowledge base of English language teaching includes a critical and
reflective framework that impels ESOL teachers to pay attention to the ways white racial
identity defines not only their perspectives, but also the institutional contexts wherein
they teach.
Institutional practices portrayed as universal carry an ideological power that
extends through and into discourse practices that maintain control through language
purpose and use (Fairclough, 1989). These practices become an everyday part of
institutions and weave through the fabric of society, contributing to a climate of
expectations (or lack thereof) for ESOL students. Validating and recognizing the
culturally specific literary practices of the dominant culture in a way that normalizes their
usage inherently provides differential access for ESOL students (Walsh, 1991). For
example, following a linear argument in American research papers with a conclusion that
summarizes the main points in the paper are standard expectations that American teachers
have of their students. However, ESOL students may approach the writing task according
to their own culturally determined conceptions of standard writing practice which may
include expounding in a non-linear structure as a way to illustrate knowledge of the
subject or by having a conclusion that introduces new information (Harklau, 1999). "To
the extent that it is the knowledge, life experience, language and discourse of the
dominant class that are valued in educational institutions, it is their power that is
perpetuated (Auerbach, 1995, p. 11)." Without the acknowledgement and awareness that
teaching practices produce nuanced knowledge structures, legitimized forms of language
and literacy continue to represent the cultural capital of white, mostly male, English-
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speaking middle classes in ways that exacerbate race, class, ethnic and gender
stratifications (Walsh, 1991).
In this section, I have explained how notions of "Otherness" determined by
sociopolitical influences and maintained by teachers and institutions of schooling
contribute to the diminished social status of ESOL students. By understanding how social
constructions of difference are determined and solidified, ESOL teachers can be more
aware of how relations of domination maintain inequality for their ESOL students.
Recognizing these influences could assist ESOL teachers in better understanding the
behavior and alternative knowledge systems that inform their students, and to incorporate
strategies to counteract this stratification.

Social construction of racialized discourse
The purpose of this section is to articulate how racial discourse has been
conceptualized and expressed in an American context. I examine how such an
articulation has resulted from the merging of material and conceptual conditions over
time to result in a socially and historically specific discourse that has determined the
expressibility of race. By analyzing how and when race enters a conversation, beliefs
about racial and cultural groups can be revealed, not only in statements about potential
ability, but also in expectations about academic achievement. This section contributes to
my larger argument about the pedagogical influence of teacher racial identity by
analyzing how presumptions of race can lead to unintended outcomes around general
diversity initiatives and contribute to racial exclusion in society and schools.
Theoretically constructed, the discursive field is made up of all racialized
expressions and incorporates the various expressions constitutive of racialized discourse
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(Goldberg, 1993). These expressions include verbal outbursts such as epithets and slurs,
as well as beliefs, actions and their consequences, and institutional principles upon which
racialized expressions are based (Goldberg, 1993). Goldberg (1993) believes that a set of
discursive or expressive objects have emerged in the establishment of racialized
discourse where rules of implication define the objects(s) of discursive expression with
racism being one of those objects among possible others in the emergence and
elaboration of racialized discourse.
As the formative rules are historically specific and thus subject to change, so, too,
is the discursive object in question. Racism is not a singular transhistorical
expression but transforms in relation to significant changes in the field of
discourse (Goldberg, 1993, p. 42).
At the most general level of description, Goldberg argues that the field of racialized
discourse is populated by two sets of texts: the enunciative and the analytic (1993). The
enunciative expressions expand a wide range of forms to include the scientific, linguistic,
economic, bureaucratic, legal, philosophical, and religious, which can be contrasted
conceptually with those expressions that indicate ascribed or self-assumed social
identities predicated on racialized group membership (Goldberg, 1993).
It follows that race is a discursive object of racialized discourse that differs from
racism. Race, nevertheless, creates the conceptual conditions of possibility, in
some conjunctural conditions, for racist expression to be formulated (Goldberg,
1993, p. 42).
The merging of material and conceptual conditions over time results in a sociohistorical
conjuncture that facilitates the development of a historically specific discourse
(Goldberg, 1993). The changes and transformations from one form o f racism to another
are intimately tied to the macrosocial conditions that allow racialized expression to
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emerge so forcefully so as to pervade the terms of social and personal identity throughout
the course of modernity (Goldberg, 1993).
The material and conceptual conditions that have enabled the emergence of
racialized discourse have been shaped by social constructions based on values and beliefs
from before the colonization of America. Voyages of discovery in the late 15th century
began a series of events that eventually led to the spread of capitalist industrialization to
create a demand for cheap labor, raw materials, and slavery (Goldberg, 1993). A
capitalist ideology emerged where profit driven interests fueled an emphasis on
autonomy; individual wealth became the measure of self worth and “print capitalism”
expanded markets to make books and newspapers more readily available (Goldberg,
1993).
Thus, anonymous individualism came to be circumscribed by the cultural
homogeneity and commonality of popular textual (and more lately electronic)
consumption; and the increasing hegemony of racialized identity and
identification in popular and intellectual culture assumed through the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries the authoritative endorsement of biological science,
natural history, anthropology, and psychology (Goldberg, 1993, p. 44).
Utilizing the scientific and technological developments, the dynamics of colonialism
were internalized in the forces of state and the political bureaucracy to “institute and
maintain the intersection of clear class lines and racialized metropolitan ghettoes
(Goldberg, 1993, p. 44).” While these social conditions evolved, so too did the
parameters and language used to discuss race, which made possible the expressibility of
racialized discourse in general, and racism, in particular (Goldberg, 1993). While school
culture is a significantly influential factor in how racialized discourse is revealed,
historical events and the ways they have been talked about have determined the extent to
which this discourse can change over time. School localities can modify a shift, but they
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are only able to transgress the already predetermined formations of racialized discourse;
sociohistorical conditions work to maintain verbalizations of race specifically interwoven
within the context of America (Goldberg, 1993).
racialized discourse does not consist simply in descriptive representations of
others. It includes a set of hypothetical premises about human kinds (e.g., the
'great chain of being,' classificatory hierarchies, etc.) and about the differences
between them (both mental and physical). It involves a class of ethical choices
(e.g., domination and subjugation, entitlement and restriction, disrespect and
abuse). And it incorporates a set of institutional regulations, directions, and
pedagogic models (e.g., apartheid, separate development, educational institutions,
choice of educational and bureaucratic language, etc.) (Goldberg, 1993, p. 47).
The underlying set of factors that directly generate the discursive field take place at what
Foucault calls the preconceptual level (1972). Goldberg describes this preconceptual
level as "manifestations of power relations vested in and between historically located
subjects, and they are effects of a determinate social hi story... They generate the concepts
and categories in terms of which racism is actually expressed and comprehended (1993,
p. 48)." One consequence of this ordering was the establishment of a hierarchy of
humankind where racial classification—the ordering of human groups on the basis of
inherited or environmental differences—implied that certain races were superior to others
(Goldberg, 1993). While hierarchy may not be conceptually implicit in the notion of
racial classification, the concept of difference is, "bom out by the synonym racial
differentiation... [where]...Difference and identity inhere in the concept of race,
furnishing whatever grounds can be claimed for racial classification (Goldberg, 1993, p.
51)."
...racial identity, even when externally ascribed, implies unity—at least
conceptually. When this identity is internalized it prompts identification, a social
sense of belonging together. It is then that racial differentiation begins to define
otherness, and discrimination against the racially defined other becomes at once
exclusion of the different (Goldberg, 1993, p. 51).
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Goldberg argues that differential exclusion is the most fundamental base underlying
racist expression where racist desires, dispositions, beliefs, hypotheses, and assertions
(including acts, laws, and institutions) establish entitlement and restriction, endowment
and appropriation (1993). As such, racial exclusion serves firstly, as a presumption for
which rules and rationalizations may be formulated, and the second less acknowledged
element, is that racial exclusion may be the outcome of deliberation in such domains as
pedagogy or legislation (Goldberg, 1993). In other words, racial exclusion can be the
unintended outcome in schools for deliberations about race, and more likely, about
general initiatives around diversity and multicultural education.
In this section, I have outlined how articulations of race are reflective of the social
and historical context that has determined its expressibility. By analyzing racialized
discourse, beliefs about potential ability and academic achievement of students of color
are evident in ways that illustrate how presumptions of race can contribute to racial
exclusion in schools. In addition, the preconceptual and presumptive aspects of racial
discourse make it difficult to dispel notions of racial superiority where macrosocial
conditions strongly pervade social and personal identity to influence how ESOL teachers
approach ESOL students of color.

Invisibility of white privilege
The purpose of this section is to establish the invisibility of white privilege and
the ways it is maintained to ultimately marginalize racial and cultural groups outside of
the dominant group. I argue that an understanding of the underlying aspects of white
privilege would enable ESOL teachers to reconsider the established dominant racial and
cultural norms by recognizing taken-for-granted assumptions and how these assumptions
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inform validated knowledge systems in society and institutions of schooling. Such
reconsideration is important to broaden teachers' notions of alternative knowledge
systems, such as discourse and written structures, in order to better understand student
behavior and intentions, as well as to base evaluations on content rather than
nonconformity to dominant culture standards. I explicate the main aspects of white
privilege, which include: 1) defining societal norms, 2) avoiding discourse about white
privilege, and 3) challenging the dominant ideology of meritocracy. By illustrating how
individual and institutional levels inform one another, I seek to establish how white
ESOL teachers and institutions of schooling benefit, often unconsciously, from their
dominant racial and cultural membership.
White racial identity and white privilege are concepts that specifically address
systemic level advantages that benefit the Euro-American culture (Kailin, 2002;
Rothenberg, 2002). One of the main aspects of white privilege is that the characteristics
of the privileged group define the societal norm, which often benefits the members of this
group (Wildman, 2002). Louis Wirth states,
The most important things...w e can know about a [person] is what [they] take for
granted, and the most elemental and important facts about a society are those that
are seldom debated and generally regarded as ’settled’. That is, to gain insight, to
understand, the activity of men and women of a specific historical period, one
must start out by questioning what to them is unquestionable (Wirth, 1936, p. xxixxii).
It is the taken for granted ‘norms’ and assumptions in society that enable those with the
highest status to maintain their position because it is unquestioned and seemingly natural,
not only to whites, but to all groups in society (Rothenberg, 2002; Wildman & Davis,

2002).
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A key factor in maintaining societal norms in schools is the belief that teachers
are neutral agents within the educational system (Apple, 1979; Aronowitz, 1991; Gay,
1995; McLaren, 1995). People can employ frameworks to assist in organizing their world
and to enable themselves to believe they are neutral participants in the neutral
instrumentation of schooling; however, simultaneously these frameworks serve particular
ideological interests, which are hidden from them (Apple, 1979; McCarthy, 2000).
Another aspect of white privilege is the difficulty of having dominant members
address their racial advantage. Avoidance behaviors play out in several different ways
each of which I will discuss in more detail below: through "white talk", by not
recognizing one's own racial identity, by minimizing the importance of racial identity,
and by choosing to reject oppression or ignore it.
McIntyre defines "white talk" as "talk that serves to insulate white people from
examining their/our individual and collective role(s) in the perpetuation of racism (1997,
p. 45)."In McIntyre's (1997) study of white, undergraduate, middle-class, female
preservice teachers, speech tactics were used to create a "culture of niceness" that worked
to distance individuals from the difficult task of addressing racism and white privilege.
The language of the participants' white talk, whether it was intentional or not,
consciously articulated or unconsciously spoken, resisted interrogation.
Interruptions, silences, switching topics, tacitly accepting racist assumptions,
talking over one another, joining in collective laughter that served to ease the
tension, hiding under the canopy of camaraderie—these maneuverings repelled
critical conversations (McIntyre, 1997, p. 47).
Discourse among these participants focused on maintaining a sense of "camaraderie" in
order to maneuver around the difficult topic of whiteness.
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In addition to "white talk", most white people do not consider themselves
members of a racial group (Helms, 1993; Katz, 1978; Wellman, 1993). Katz maintains
that,
Because United States culture is centered around White norms, White people
rarely have to come to terms with that part of their identity. Ask a White person
his or her race, and you may get the response 'Italian', 'Jewish', 'Irish', 'English’,
and so on. White people do not see themselves as White (1978, p. 13).
Not seeing 'white' as a race results from being in a position where other races and cultures
are held up to the standard of whiteness (McIntosh, 1992; Rothenberg, 2002). McIntosh
believes that "whites are carefully taught not to recognize white privilege" and that
"many, perhaps most, of our students in the United States think that racism doesn't affect
them because they are not people of color; they do not see 'whiteness' as a racial identity
(1992,79)."
By not recognizing "white" as a race, it is easier to dismiss or minimize the
importance of racial identity (Delpit, 1995; Jensen, 2002). If white teachers minimize
racial identity, they could view racial membership as insignificant and thus, choose not to
acknowledge alternative knowledge systems that run counter to normalized standards.
Doing so implies that one's knowledge system is "right", while the "Other" is wrong.
Dominant groups tend to claim truth as their private domain. For the most part,
hegemonic groups do not consider their beliefs, attitudes, and actions to be
determined by cultural conditioning or the influences of group membership. As
Whites, we usually don't even think of ourselves as having culture; we're simply
'right' (Howard, 1999, p. 50).
The assumption of rightness has been a powerful force in establishing relations of
domination by whites (Howard, 1999).
Additionally, when white is not seen as a race, members can rely on their
privilege to choose whether they object to oppression or ignore it (Jensen, 2002;
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McIntosh, 1988; Wildman & Davis, 2002). To move through the world without having to
be aware of one’s skin color, where one’s race is considered the ‘norm’, is to be able to
opt out of calling attention to the fact that people of color aren’t receiving equitable
treatment on a systemic level (McIntosh, 1988). Being white means having the choice to
remain silent about oppressive practices without being directly or immediately affected
(Howard, 1999). The conflation of privilege with the societal norm combined with being
in a position to ignore oppression means that privilege is rarely recognized by the holder
of it (Wildman & Davis, 2002). This silence keeps the thinking about equality incomplete
and protects unearned advantage and conferred dominance by making these subjects
taboo (McIntosh, 1988). The implications this can have for ESOL teachers is discussed in
the next section “ESOL policy and practice.”
The third aspect of white privilege directly challenges the dominant ideology of
meritocracy. White privilege is hard to come to terms with because people want to
believe that their success is due solely to their individual hard work. Jensen states,
I know I did not get where I am by merit alone, I benefited from, among other
things, white privilege. That doesn’t mean that I don’t deserve my job, or that if I
weren’t white I would never have gotten the job. It means simply that all through
my life, I have soaked up benefits for being white (2002, p. 104-105).
To think that one has benefited throughout life from an unearned privilege goes against
the traditional work ethic inherent in the foundation of America (Howard, 1999). To
accept one’s white privilege means to compromise the belief in one’s own meritocracy.
The assumption, moreover, is that American society actually operates according
to principles of fairness and merit, that the 'deserving' are rewarded for their
efforts, and that the 'underserving' are left out. Thus, these formulations allow
students to see themselves as the rightful recipients of rewards based on
individual achievement, and to defend a process that advantages them as a group,
without ever having to justify their location in the organization of racial advantage
(Wellman, 1993, p. 233).
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One of the reasons it is difficult to accept the systemic nature of white privilege lies in the
overwhelming reality it implies: with little or no knowledge, people of color have been
made to feel oppressed by a system that whites have implemented and continue to
reinforce daily (Jensen, 2002; Kailin, 2002; McIntosh, 1988). Believing that white
privilege exists means believing that whites have retained the inequities between races
and that little has changed in the covert systems of racism since the Civil Rights
Movement (Helms, 1993; Kailin, 2002; McIntyre, 1997). If whites choose to
acknowledge their privilege, they must also take responsibility for it—a difficult task
many aren’t willing to accept, or to further epitomize the sense of privilege, don’t feel it
is their burden to bear.
In light of the previous discussion on racialized discourse, I argue that the
combination of the aspects that underlie white privilege play a role that is significant
enough to influence how ESOL teachers think about teaching and how they perceive their
ESOL students of color. Based on her study, McIntyre states,
By examining our [whites] racial locations within this society, the participants and
I began to recognize the importance of our own racial identities as determinants in
how and what we teach, especially within the framework of multicultural
antiracist education (1997, p. 5, emphasis added).
Given the importance that racial identity had in the context of this study, it seems likely
that it could not only be applicable to mainstream preservice teachers, but could also have
implications for ESOL teachers who are similarly socialized in the context of American
education. One key aspect of white privilege that could have similar influences on ESOL
teacher perceptions is by seeing themselves as neutral agents. Without an awareness of
how societal norms maintain racial hierarchy, ESOL teachers could inaccurately believe,
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for example, that the often advocated ideals of individualism and equal opportunity in
educational textbooks and institutions of schooling can be lived out in similar ways for all
people, including their ESOL students of color. The ramifications of such thinking could
cause these teachers to negatively evaluate students who adhere to alternative knowledge
systems with values that differ from those of dominant culture. In this sense, being aware
of dominant culture norms and examining how they become solidified and taken-forgranted, could decrease teacher/student misinterpretations and misunderstandings on the
part of the ESOL teacher.
As in the research of mainstream preservice teachers, ESOL teachers could also
sustain what McIntyre (1997) calls a “culture of niceness” by exhibiting behaviors that
seek to avoid discourse about white privilege while maintaining discussions that are free
of conflict. When ESOL students talk about their alternative belief systems, ESOL
teachers may be more apt to explore these in ways that facilitate understanding for those
students who may be trying to reconcile native beliefs with new dominant culture ones. If
ESOL teachers assume that dominant standards are “right,” they impose conformity or
assimilation to them, rather than facilitating an exploration of ways to acculturate or
negotiate the conflicting ideologies their students may be trying to sort out. The
implications of not knowing the stratifying effects that come to light in an analysis of
whiteness could cause ESOL teachers to formulate depictions of culture that are
reductionist or one-dimensional in ways that inaccurately represent or offend students,
leading to student discomfort, perplexity, or frustration (Harklau, 1994).
In this section, I have laid out the underlying aspects of white privilege and the
ways that its invisibility influences ESOL teachers and the knowledge systems that guide
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their thinking and behavior. In addition, while these knowledge systems are
representative of the dominant culture, they work to socialize all groups to accept the
resulting standards in ways that solidify a hierarchical ordering that benefits the dominant
culture. Explicating the conditions that maintain white privilege can reveal the ways in
which dominant culture and educational institutions benefit, which in turn illustrates the
role that ESOL teachers could inadvertently play in perpetuating socially constructed
norms that contribute to minority student marginalization.
ESO L policy and practice
The purpose of this section is to articulate how race has been conceptualized in
English language teaching and to establish the need for further inquiry into the subject of
race and ESOL teacher identity. I explain the conceptual shift that has occurred in ESOL
education since the 1990s and examine the role that teacher identity and notions of race
and culture have played in this shift. I situate my inquiry within an analysis of the
prominent organization of TESOL (Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages)
and research in the field of applied linguistics, both of which have had influential roles in
determining the knowledge base, foci, and approaches to teaching ESOL. I examine how
language education has been discussed and argue that there has not been sufficient
analysis of teacher identity within the knowledge base of language teaching, nor has there
been adequate consideration of the influence this has on teaching ESOL students of color.
I begin with a discussion of teacher education and its development within TESOL and
then within applied linguistics.
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Background and emerging tensions
Concerns about a lack of a theoretical framework(s) as the basis for language
teacher education programs were raised more than a decade ago (Bernhardt, 1987;
Freeman, 1989; Richards, 1987; Richards, 1990). During this time, classroom-based
research on ESOL largely described effective teaching behaviors, positive learner
outcomes, and teacher-student interactions that were believed to lead to successful L2
(second language) learning (Freeman, 1998). As with mainstream teacher education, the
traditional, scientific model of gathering empirical evidence was used to operationalize
learning principles, specific teaching skills, and effective teaching behaviors (Johnson,
2000b). During this time, second language teacher education largely followed the
direction and focus of mainstream teacher education research. While this era of research
helped improve teaching in some ways, many would argue that it ignored and invalidated
the individual experiences of teachers (Gay, 2000; Ladson-Billings, 2001; Pinar, et al,
2000; Sleeter, 1996).
By the mid-1970's, research on ESOL shifted focus from observations of teacher
behavior to inquiry into what motivated this behavior, such as the influence of contextual
information and various principles of learning and teaching; however, the individual
perspectives and experiences of teachers themselves remained secondary to the overall
research process (Freeman, 1998). In the late 1970's the focus shifted to an exploration of
the actual thought processes that teachers engaged in when planning and enacting lessons
(Freeman & Johnson, 1998). This led researchers to realize that teaching could not be
described and measured as distinct sets of behaviors, but rather that the process of
teaching was influenced by a complex set of mental processes in context.
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By m id-1980, researchers of both ESOL and mainstream teacher education began
to acknowledge that individual knowledge is shaped by previous experiences of students,
as well as one's personal values and beliefs (Connelly, 1988; Freeman, 1998; Pajares,
1992). The majority of this research (Bullough, 1989; Clandinin, 1986; Grossman, 1990)
argues that teacher knowledge is
socially constructed out of the experiences and classrooms from which teachers
have com e...how teachers actually use their knowledge in classrooms is highly
interpretive, socially negotiated, and continually restructured within the
classrooms and schools where teachers work (Freeman & Johnson, 1998, p. 400).
Distinct from the concern over what content to deliver and how to deliver it, this new
direction of analyzing the process of teaching provided a broader and more complex look
at how language teaching is learned and how it can most effectively be taught (Freeman,
1998). Despite this increased awareness, however, the peripheral importance paid to
ESOL teacher preparation resulted in areas within the field that have been left
unexamined (Kubota, 2001; Freeman & Johnson, 1998). Freeman and Johnson (1998)
maintain that this is a result of not actively pursuing and defining forms of knowledge
specific to ESOL and language teaching in general.
Increased concern over social and cultural aspects of second language teaching
has caused a "quiet revolution" in the field of ESOL teacher education (Freeman &
Johnson, 1998)." This "revolution" has put into question the language skill based core of
ESOL teacher education by including the activities, experiences, and thoughts of
individual teacher educators (Freeman & Johnson, 1998). These core aspects have long
been based on the subject matter of language teaching and less on cultural influences of
teaching (Johnson, 2000a; Freeman & Johnson, 1998). This reconceptualization of ESOL
teacher knowledge places new emphasis on the cultural aspects that influence teachers
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and their pedagogy. The new cultural emphasis has shifted to the foreground of the
teacher education experience with proponents advocating for a reflective component that
allows educators to draw from their own experiences as they teach (Johnson, 2000a;
Richards, 1998; Kubota, 2001). This controversial shift, in turn, deemphasizes the
cognitively based subject areas of language teaching, such as second language
acquisition, syntax structure and phonetics, which have traditionally been considered
essential to second language teaching (Yates & Muchisky, 2003). While the traditional
language teaching focus has been overshadowed by more recent validation of a reflective
process in teacher learning (Kubota, 2001), critics of this move maintain that encouraging
reflection on factors other than language make language teacher education incomplete
and misguided (Celce-Murcia, 2001; Yates & Muchisky, 2003).
In addition to organizations such as TESOL, MLA (Modern Language
Association), and AERA (American Educational Research Association), as well as
disciplines such as applied linguistics, bilingual education, and foreign language study,
have accounted for broadly conceptualized notions of language teaching. All have
contributed to language learning conversations in ways that have expanded the cultural
aspects involved in language teaching. Applied linguistics as a field, in particular,
implements a comprehensive disciplinary focus on various aspects of language learning
such as language use in professional settings, translation, speech pathology, literacy, and
language education (Pennycook, 2001). While applied linguistics addresses various
aspects of language learning, it does not pursue critical lines of inquiry that seek to
promote social change and equality, nor does it question existing power structures within
society. Thus, to make connections between language teaching and these broader social,
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historical, and political domains essential to any analysis of race and culture, a critical
applied linguistics lens is needed. This involves,
a constant questioning of the normative assumptions of applied linguistics. It
demands a restive problematization of the givens of applied linguistics and
presents a way of doing applied linguistics that seeks to connect it to questions of
gender, class, sexuality, race, ethnicity, culture, identity, politics, ideology, and
discourse (Pennycook, 2001, p. 10).
Because of the connections made between linguistics and other social identity factors
including race, a critical applied linguistics lens allows for a more complex examination
of the dominant knowledge systems that influence ESOL teacher identity, as well as a
framework for understanding how these influences play out in multilingual classrooms.
Critical applied linguistics not only adds a dimension to applied linguistics that views
dominant knowledge systems as political and historically determined, it incorporates an
interdisciplinary domain informed by sociology, education, anthropology, cultural
studies, and psychology. This, I believe, enables a more accurate and contextualized
account of the aspects that form one's individual identity as a teacher.

ESOL as “Other”
Rosaldo (1984) maintains that culture is much more than a mere catalogue of
rituals and beliefs; the cultural world, including its social order and constraints, acts as
the basis for the formation and expression of individual subjectivities. Such a conception
implies that the impact of one's race and culture on their individual perspectives and
beliefs would inevitably influence their approaches to teaching and pedagogy. When
issues of race and culture are given peripheral importance in ESOL education, critical
reflection on aspects of self-identity that motivate individual behavior and beliefs are
reduced to "the four F's" what Kramsch (1991) categorizes as "foods, fairs, folklore, and
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statistical facts." Addressing the relatively unexamined culture of the self is important in
addressing underlying issues of power that work to sustain certain knowledge forms and
solidify the positionality of the white race in the context of English language learning
(Kubota, 2001).
While the relationship between language and culture has been the focus of much
disciplinary research, the influence of cultural factors on language teaching and learning
has received only rudimentary analysis (Hinkel, 1999). The role of culture in teaching
ESOL has been a topic of inquiry in research and pedagogy where the perceived
differences between the cultures of ESOL students and mainstream culture have tried to
be explained and demystified by teacher educators (Kubota, 2001). The focus of these
explanations revolve around not only textual rhetoric and speech acts, but also on the
manifestation of cultural values and beliefs in teaching, learning, classroom interaction,
and teaching materials (Hinkel, 1999). Ryuko Kubota maintains that these attempts at
demystification, while well-meaning in their attempt to understand, assess, and teach
ESOL students more effectively, actually result in essentializing both the culture of
ESOL students and the culture of English-speaking countries (Kubota, 2001; Pennycook,
1998).
The Othering of ESL...students by essentializing their culture and language
presupposes the existence of the unproblematic Self as a monolithic, normative
category...the construction of the dichotomous images of the Self and the Other
reflects a past-present continuity of the discourses of colonialism. (Kubota, 2001,
p. 10-12).
While it is important to address the relationship between language and culture as well as
attitudes toward cultural difference, Kubota's concern is that these areas of inquiry may
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not incorporate aspects that problematize self-identity and result in fixed notions of the
"Other."
Cultural communities designated as "Other" are most often formed through the
pressures of external forces rather than to solidify cultural expression; inhabitants of a
region don't necessarily feel the need to form a collective identity unless there is a
dominant group ascribing identity markers onto them (Bannerji, 2000). The contradictory
processes of cultural designation create an environment that delineates a specified "us"
and "them" with "mini-hegemonies" conforming to a larger national (Western)
ideological hegemony (Bannerji, 2000). These boundaries categorize cultural groups into
fixed entities that inaccurately represent and sustain monolithic notions of ethnicity to
stratify group status.
This boundary, invisible though inexorable, is the outer wall of the
community.. .and it not only keeps others 'out', but us 'in'. From this point of view
community is not only an ideological and social category, but also a category of
the state (Bannerji, 2000, p. 158).
Members of the dominant political organizations determine multicultural group
distinction by consolidating ethnic groups into one general category (e.g. Asian,
Hispanic, Indian) according to limited knowledge of the historical and social traditions
that orient each group. Such limitations can create a closed socio-cultural space and a
highly fragmented sense of political agency, so that while there is a multicultural
community, there is in fact little commonality or room for cultures to unite beyond
region, religion, and at times, language (Bannerji, 2000). The relationship between the
dominant culture ascribing group designation and the multicultural community placed
into it carries over into institutions of schooling in ways that superficially address the
socio-cultural issues that ESOL students face. Racial and cultural assumptions are so
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embedded in one's identity that it is difficult for teachers to know the extent to which
their own ideologies are influenced by these assumptions. "... one of the prominent
qualities of cultural values, assumptions, and norms acquired in the socialization process
is that they are presupposed and not readily available for intellectual scrutiny... (Hinkel,
1999, p. 5)." For ESOL teachers, being unaware of how dominant culture validates
ideologies such as written and spoken discourse, could cause misinterpretations of ESOL
students’ alternative conceptions to risk disadvantaging, rather than empowering them.
In this section, I have discussed how language teacher education has been
addressed in prominent organizations and fields of disciplines involved in non-native
English language teaching. I have also described the shift from a skills oriented
knowledge base to a reflective one that considers and validates the socio-cultural
experiences that ESOL teachers bring to their teaching. This validation acknowledges
that individual teacher identity is socially constructed to influence teaching and
pedagogy.
Throughout this chapter I have explained the theoretical framework and literature
that informs this study. I gave a brief history of the development of American educational
policy towards racial minorities and described how ideological assumptions of such
policy are embodied in school curricula today. 1 also analyzed the intersections of race
and the underlying aspects of power that drive and determine what is considered valid
knowledge. By looking at knowledge structures, I illustrated how individual identity
reflects the way race has been conceptualized and articulated in an American context. I
also examined how designations of ‘multicultural’ and ‘Otherness’ impact perceptions of
race and that social constructions of difference are determined and solidified in ways that
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affect how ESOL teachers respond to their students. In addition, I described how racial
discourse is reflective of the merging of material and conceptual conditions over time,
which have resulted in a socially and historically specific expressibility of race. Lastly, I
discussed the main aspects of white privilege to illustrate how dominant racial and
cultural membership often benefits teachers and institutions of schooling that are part of
this group.
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CHAPTER III

RESEARCH PROCEDURES

Objective of research
In this chapter, I argue that a qualitative research methodology is most appropriate
for this study because it enables a cross analysis of teacher perspectives on racial identity
through interviews and observations that directly connect theory to classroom teaching
and pedagogy. Analyzing dialogue and considering the factors that predetermine it is
essential to understanding the "preconceptual elements of racialized discourse (Goldberg,
1993)." Identifying the preconceived notions of race that are revealed in discourse is
necessary to address the ways in which such prejudice remains unnoticed. Using a
grounded theory method of data analysis allows me to put forth propositions grounded in
ESOL teacher responses that will lead to relevant and useful theory for ESOL teacher
educators. I also describe the specific teaching context of each participant.
The purpose of this dissertation research is to understand the role that white racial
identity has on the teaching and pedagogy of new ESOL teachers. Within this context, I
attempt to better understand how being white influences the participants’ beliefs about
teaching and how these beliefs play out in the classroom. My concern is that a lack of
analysis regarding race and white privilege could cause ESOL teachers to inaccurately
evaluate the academic performance of their ESOL students of color.

Qualitative research methodology
Strauss (1998) refers to qualitative research as "any type of research that produces
findings not arrived at by statistical procedures or other means of quantification". While
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this broad definition includes various approaches to qualitative research, there are three
components that most qualitative researchers agree are essential for conducting research
in this tradition: 1) research is conducted in a natural setting (field focused) as a source of
data, 2) the analysis of data pays attention to particulars, and 3) the focus is on the
participants' perspectives and the meanings they bring to the research (Eisner, 1998;
Merriam, 1998). Using a qualitative approach to address my research inquiry allows me
to obtain intricate details about phenomena such as feelings, thought processes, and
emotions that are difficult to extract or learn about through more conventional research
methods (Strauss, 1998).
A qualitative research methodology is appropriate for this project for two
important reasons. First, it logically fits with my research goal of understanding how
participants construct their notions of race and white racial identity and how these notions
play out in the classroom. The cross analysis of both interview and observation data
enables me to connect the theoretical aspects of racial identity to teacher practice. This
connection is possible because my data collection is from multiple sources (Creswell,
1998; Stake, 1995), allowing for a detailed description to emerge that takes into
consideration the social and historical factors that influence how racial enunciations have
been determined in America. Foucault (1972) refers to these enunciations as "the
preconceptual elements of racialized discourse." Analyzing the preconceptual influences
of speech considers language as constituting meaning not just reflecting it (Goldberg,
1993). Because qualitative research allows for multi-faceted analyses of dialogue, as well
as consideration of the factors that predetermine it, I can attempt to understand the
underlying "preconceptual elements of racialized discourse" and the social conditions that
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contribute to its expressibility. Understanding this relationship is important to
recognizing the dominant values that enable and maintain racialized expression.
Secondly, a qualitative research methodology is appropriate for this study because
it allows for the interpretation and organization of data by reducing it into themes,
elaborating the categories that emerge in terms of their properties and dimensions, then
relating these categories into concepts that allow for a series of propositions to be put
forth as low-level theory (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). This form of theory can be considered
relationally to the existing concepts/theories that inform this research project such as: the
social construction of knowledge, critical race theory, multicultural theory, and white
privilege.
Inherent in qualitative inquiry are assumptions about the social world, which have
implications for the forms of field-based research that stem from it (Schram, 2002).
These assumptions include:
♦We gain understanding of the social world through direct personal experiences
in real-world settings.
*In pursuing inquiry into the social world we need to acknowledge the
quintessentially interactive and intersubjective nature of constructing knowledge.
♦Inquiry into the social world calls for sensitivity to context.
♦Inquiry into the social world calls for attentiveness to particulars.
♦Qualitative inquiry is fundamentally interpretive (Schram, 2002).
Interpretation in qualitative research involves building upon assumptions and
incorporating them into a line of reasoning (Schram, 2002). As a qualitative researcher, I
take on these assumptions, along with my personal beliefs and opinions, which have
influenced the way I constructed interview questions and the way I have interpreted the
data.
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My role as researcher
My perspectives as a researcher are informed and influenced by antiracist and
feminist literature. An underlying premise of both bodies of literature is that aspects of
one's identity such as race, gender, sexual orientation, culture, religion, physical ability,
age, amongst others, do not operate in isolation, but are interconnected, and socially and
historically situated. An antiracist feminist pedagogical perspective holds as its central
principles, empowerment, oppositional pedagogy, and activism with concerns of power at
the core of inquiry. One assumption I make from holding such a perspective is that once
teachers learn about antiracist pedagogy and the unfair advantages that whites have in
society and institutions of schooling, they will make efforts in their own pedagogy and
teaching practices to remedy this inequity.
Another assumption that I bring to this study is that my position as researcher
created a power dynamic that influenced, to some degree, how the participants’
responded as well as what they included in these responses. In this regard, I realize that
my positionality as a white researcher could have, at times, reinforced aspects of
whiteness by not pointing out to the participants the ways in which I believed their
teaching practices to be racially influenced. The purpose of this study, however, was to
describe how the ESOL teacher participants understood their white racial membership.in
regards to their teaching and beliefs about teaching. In this sense, my goal was to explain
what I heard and observed in relation to my guiding research questions rather than to
point out ways for participants to improve upon their existing practices. A follow up
study involving a participatory research method could address ways in which to identify
or disrupt teaching practices that maintained whiteness, but this was not my purpose in
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this study. I acknowledge that the tension in my methodological approach could
contribute to sustaining characteristics of whiteness or a “culture of niceness (McIntyre,
1997),” which I have attempted to address through a critical race theory framework that I
developed based on the work of David Theo Goldberg (1993) (See Appendix B).
I followed three techniques developed by Strauss and Corbin (1998) designed to
increase researcher awareness and help control bias while retaining sensitivity to what
was being said in the data (1998). The first technique I used was to "think comparatively"
among incidents in the data. Comparing one incident to another was a way for me to be
more sensitive and to recognize when similar properties were occurring in the data, as
well as to influence an examination of the data on a broader dimensional level (Strauss &
Corbin, 1998). The second technique I used was triangulation by having multiple sources
for data collection, as described above (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). The third technique was
to regard all theoretical explanations, categories, hypotheses, and questions about the data
as provisional, to be validated against subsequent interview or observation data (Strauss
& Corbin, 1998). Recognizing that initial categories and themes were likely to change as
additional data was collected and the "saturation point" was reached helped me to remain
open to emerging patterns and avoid prematurely determining themes and categories.
When I felt that no new relevant information for my study was emerging from the
interviews and classroom observations, I assumed that the saturation point had been
reached. Adhering to these three techniques helped me to be more mindful and sensitive
to the participants’ perspectives and the ways they gave meaning to the questions I raised.
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G rounded theory approach to qualitative research
A grounded theory approach has the explicit purpose of developing a substantive
theory derived from and grounded in data (Schram, 2002). While there are different
levels of theory that researchers can develop, I am interested in developing "substantive
theory," theory that stays close to the data and explains each case at hand, rather than
higher-level "grand" theory that is generalizable to larger populations (Schram, 2002).
This lower-level theory development is especially notable of grounded theory research in
that the theory generated is always traceable to the data, is fluid and provisional, and
includes a reexamination of its relevance in relation to emerging situations and new data
(Schram, 2002). Being able to put forth theories grounded in data from ESOL teachers is
important to documenting how ESOL teachers view themselves and their students with
regard to race and then seeing how those views are enacted in the classroom.
The three essential principles of grounded theory research that I incorporated into
my data analysis and data collection consisted of building theory, having conceptual
density, and practicing constant comparison. Building theory consisted of looking for
plausible and provisional relationships among concepts and sets of concepts (Schram,
2002). For my study this meant analyzing the interview and observation transcripts along
with my notes to discern associations, patterns and/or trends. Secondly, conceptual
density refers to the construction of theory that contains many relationships among
concepts where evolving patterns of action and interaction among events capture the
process analytically (Schram, 2002). This was particularly appropriate for my research in
that conceptualizations of critical race theory, antiracist education, multicultural theory,
and ESOL education were considered in relation to emerging themes. Lastly, constant
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comparison refers to continually questioning what is happening in the data and how it
differs from previous data (Schram, 2002). This principle aids in locating indicators or
incidents from the data to identify underlying uniformities in which to construct
preliminary categories or concepts; these categories can then be compared to additional
indicators in the data to further define a concept (Schram, 2002). The aspects of each
principle allowed for the development of theories that propose plausible relationships
among the identified concepts.
There are several different interpretations of grounded theory research, but I
oriented my research toward the constructivist approach developed by Charmaz (2000),
which has a subjective focus on participants' beliefs, feelings, and how they make
meaning of the issues at hand. This approach relies on categorizing data as it emerges
from the study to reflect participant conceptualizations and articulations of the subject
matter. A constructivist approach differs from other forms of grounded theory research
by avoiding predetermined categories or frameworks assigned by the researcher. The
categories that I used to organize my data were based on the topics that emerged from it
and were then delineated into more specific themes. For example, the broad category
“ESOL education” was divided into several themes that included: choosing ESOL
material, lack of clear conception of ESOL, need to assimilate, obstacles to student
academic achievement, among others (See Appendix E).
In addition to the subjectivity, I assumed as a qualitative researcher, using a
grounded theory method of data analysis added another set of assumptions to my inquiry,
which included:
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Human beings are purposive agents who take an active role in interpreting and
responding to problematic situations rather than simply reacting to experiences and
stimuli.
Persons act on the basis of meaning, and this meaning is defined and redefined
through interaction.
Reality is negotiated between people (socially constructed) and is constantly changing
and evolving.
Central to understanding the evolving nature of events is an awareness of the
interrelationships among causes, conditions, and consequences.
A theory is not the formulation of some discovered aspect of a reality that already
exists "out there." Rather, theories are provisional and fallible interpretations, limited
in time (historically embedded) and constantly in need of qualification.
Generating theory and doing social research are part of the same process (Schram,
2003).

For my inquiry, these assumptions served as a framework to remind myself of the
provisional, causal, and relational nature of building theory.
S trategies fo r conducting research : S tru ctu red interview s an d observations
The purpose of structured interviews is to understand the experience of other
people and the meaning that they make of their experiences (Seidman, 1998). For my
research, structured interviews provided opportunities for the participants to view their
racial identity and to view their positionalities as white teachers. These interviews were
based on questions stemming from my main research inquiry. The interviews focused on
having participants share their experiences, beliefs, and assumptions about race and
whiteness, and examining this data for implications for teaching. I conducted three
structured interviews with six, K-12, urban and rural ESOL public school teachers
throughout the spring semester of 2004. The profiles of these teachers are explained in
more detail later in this chapter.
I followed Seidman's three interview structure (1998) as a way to provide an indepth contextualization of the aspects that influence participants' conceptualizations and
articulations of race and teaching. Given the complex topics of race and white privilege
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that this dissertation addresses, the extended time period of a three interview format
allowed me to convey a broader understanding of how participants make meaning of race
and white racial identity.
To assist me in formulating the structured interview questions for this research, I
developed a question matrix from the critical race theory of Goldberg (Appendix B).
These questions helped me to be more aware of my own white racial bias as well as to
know when to pursue certain lines of inquiry and how to recognize rhetorical moves
within racial discourse. I also used these questions as a way to examine how racialized
discourse might be enunciated in different contexts. Based on my previous readings of
race and culture throughout my doctoral work and my previous experiences teaching
antiracist education, I believe Goldberg's analysis of racialized discourse accurately
addresses factors that have influenced certain articulations of race throughout history.
Bringing Goldberg's examination of racialized discourse to the context of my research
project enabled me to problematize the dominant white knowledge systems that inform
my own white racial identity, as well as those of the participants. In this sense, I was able
to analyze the interview and observation transcripts with a heightened awareness of how
conceptualizations of race are reflected in discourse by asking such questions as:
• Is there a noticeable shift in teaching strategy when race enters the discussion?
• How are issues of race taken up in the curriculum and in classroom discussions?
• How are issues of race framed?
Locating these discourse patterns and rhetorical moves facilitated an examination of how
beliefs about race and white racial identity could influence teaching practice.
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In addition to using a structured interview approach to understand how white
racial identity influenced participants’ beliefs about teaching, I conducted classroom
observations to see how these beliefs linked to teaching. These observations were
approximately 45 minutes each and I was in each teacher's classroom an average of five
times over a six-month period. I observed the rural participants' one-on-one and small
group (3-4 students) tutoring sessions in literacy, history, grammar, and vocabulary
building. The urban participants had an average of eight students per class and I observed
classes in language arts, reading, writing, social studies, and math. I discuss the teachers
and their classrooms in more detail later in this chapter.
D ata coding and analysis plan
I used a grounded theory method of coding because it offered analytical
techniques for handling data, considering alternative meanings for phenomena, and
systematically relating concepts (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). The procedures that I used for
my data analysis consisted of developing categories of information (open coding),
interconnecting the categories (axial coding), building a "story" that connects the
categories (selective coding), and ending with a discursive set of theoretical propositions
(Strauss & Corbin, 1990).
In the initial phase, open coding, I examined the data and divided it into short
sections that reflected broad categories as a way to organize the data into topics such as
“ESOL education” and “Marginalization within school culture.” Once these broad
categories were identified in the interview transcripts, I began the axial coding phase
where I went through the data again to find more specific themes within each category
and created a list of more refined codes that reflected the trends or patterns I was seeing. I
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then began the selective coding phase where I examined the relationship between
categories and themes to identify interrelated phenomena or concepts as a way to begin
building theory. In this phase, I did frequency counts of all the themes that emerged in
order to highlight those that occurred most often. Counting how many times a certain
theme occurred was helpful to further establish connections because it drew my attention
to associations I might not have made. I also drew visual diagrams to “fit the pieces of the
data puzzle together” to more clearly convey and understand the data itself (Strauss &
Corbin, 1998, p. 229).
During the coding process, the question framework I developed from Goldberg
(Appendix B) helped me to make connections between the underlying structures of
discourse and the data. For example, when the theme “perceptions of ESOL students”
emerged, I referred to this question framework as a way to examine how connotations of
people of color have been expressed within the social and historical context of America.
In this way, a connection between the theoretical underpinnings of racialized discourse
could be made to the context of ESOL teaching and pedagogy. Using the existing critical
race theory of Goldberg aided in checking my own white racial bias because it raised my
awareness about how discourse practices reflect the ways people think about race. For
example, questions such as, “What objects or styles are referred to when discussing
race?” and “When does race enter the conversation?” (Appendix B) problematized
aspects of discourse that helped me to be mindful of the subtle ways that race was
represented.
As themes emerged from the interview transcript data, I compared them with my
classroom observation notes and the observation transcripts to determine how the
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interview themes related to what I saw in the classroom. In this way, I was able to see if
the themes were apparent in teaching and whether these themes were similar or different
from interview responses. This comparison helped me to make connections between the
participants' conceptual understandings of the interview questions and their actual
teaching practice, which enabled me to put forth theoretical propositions grounded in
participant data.

Establishing credibility and trustworthiness
Most indicators of validity and reliability refer to quantitative research rather than
qualitative research. Validity is used in terms of how closely a study reflects the world
being described in it, and reliability in a study is achieved if two researchers studying the
same project end up with similar results (Seidman, 1998). However, neither is accurate
for the scope and purpose of qualitative research, which is judged for its credibility in
terms of transparency, consistency-coherence, and communicability (Seidman, 1998).
Transparency refers to the readability of the research report so that it can be assessed for
its strengths, weaknesses, biases, and the conscientiousness of the interviewer (Seidman,
1998). For my study, this entailed keeping careful records of notes and memos I took
during observations and interviews, as well as personally transcribing the interviews.
Consistency-coherence means checking out inconsistencies in participant responses and
attempting to understand them by pursuing this line of inquiry in subsequent interviews
so that, as the researcher, I can explain contradictions and better understand why they
may have occurred (Seidman, 1998). For example, in reviewing the transcripts from the
first interviews, I noticed that responses to “What race and culture do you identify with?”
(question #7) touched upon aspects of American culture that seemed to contradict
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responses to question #8 “What aspects of your racial and cultural identity, do you feel,
are evident in your everyday life?” For this reason, in the second interview I asked three
questions about American culture (interview 2, questions 1-3) to more accurately
construct the participants’ conceptualizations of their identity.
The last aspect of establishing my credibility as a qualitative researcher refers to
communicability, the ability to write a final analysis that conveys a detailed account of
the study that also utilizes quotes from participants as a way to illustrate thoroughness
(Seidman, 1998). The analysis in Chapter 4 incorporates and draws upon participant
responses that support and illustrate how the themes that emerged from this study
contribute to and determine the conclusions I make in Chapter 5.
Choosing ESO L teacher p articipants
I identified new ESOL teachers who had been teaching and/or tutoring in their
own classrooms for two to three years. I chose new teachers because I was interested in
the ways in which their teacher education courses informed their perspectives of ESOL
education regarding issues of race and culture. I also believed that relatively new teachers
would have developed some experience with these issues and formulated some notions
about how to address them in their curriculum and teaching. I selected these participants
from different school districts with a range that included at least one from elementary,
middle school, and high school to provide a variation in the sampling.
To address the ethical considerations of choosing the participant pool, I did not
choose participants that I already knew, had supervised, or who had been students in my
classes. My main concern in choosing participants was for both of us to come to the
process with enough distance so that we took nothing for granted and had no pre-existing
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expectations of each other (Seidman, 1998). In choosing participants that I didn't know, I
felt I could more easily avoid skewing the interview process out of concern for a
previously established relationship to avoid incomplete or distorted information
(Seidman, 1998).
Lastly, the names of the participants and the institutions where they teach are
anonymous; each participant and school has been assigned an alias. To retain this
anonymity, I used only the initials of the participants in the transcriptions.
The school environm ent
This section provides a demographic description of the urban city, rural towns,
and school districts in which the participants in this study live and work. In this section, I
describe each teacher's school(s), the ESOL program within these schools, teacher
schedules, ESOL student populations, and the physical details of their classroom or
tutoring space. The purpose of this section is to locate the teachers' within their specific
teaching contexts and to provide background information that can help a reader
understand why a teacher may focus on specific curriculum, materials, or ways of
teaching their diverse student populations.
U rb an setting an d participants
Three teachers, Maureen, Hannah, and Bridget, teach within one mile of each
other in an urban1New England city that I call Milltown. With a total population of
107,006 people, Milltown's racial breakdown is as follows: White 91.7%, Black or

1 Urban is defined as "All territory, population and housing units in urbanized areas and in places of more
than 2,500 persons outside of urbanized area. 'Urban' classification cuts across other hierarchies and can be
in metropolitan or non-metropolitan areas." U.S. Census Bureau, 2000. (9/28/04)
http://www.census.gov/dmd/www/gIossary/glossary_u.htmI
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African American 2.1%, Asian 2.3%, Hispanic 4.6%, and "Some other race"1.2%2. These
numbers add up to more than 100% because some individuals reported more than one
race. Of the total population, 80.4% of the households speak English only compared to
91.7% in the state and 82.1% in the country3. In Milltown, 4.0% speak Spanish, 13.3%
Indo-European languages, 1.7% Asian and Pacific Island languages, and 0.6% other
languages4. District-wide, 7.3% of the student population is considered limited English
proficient (LEP)5. LEP students are defined as "students in any grade currently enrolled
in programs that provide specific English language assistance for a minimum of one class
period a day or a minimum of 5 hours per week."6
Milltown has an unemployment rate of 2.6%7. The top three industries within the
city are manufacturing (18.2%), education, health, and social services (17.3%), and retail
trade (13.6%)8. The median household9 income is $40, 774 compared to $49,830 for the
state and $41,994 for the country10. O f the household income 45.8% in Milltown earn
between $15,000-$49,999n , which is reflected in the school district where 28.9%12 of all
students are eligible for free or reduced lunch, exceeding the state average of 17.3%13.
The high number of limited English proficient students in this urban setting, 1,296
of the state total 2,75514, make it necessary to have multiple level classes within the

2 Census 2000
3 Census 2000
4 Census 2000
5 Department of Education, 2003-2004. (9/13/04) http:www.measuredprogress.org/profile/SchEnroll.cfm
6 DE, 03-04
7 Census 2000
8 Census 2000
9 Household "includes all the people who occupy a housing unit as their usual place of residence.” U.S.
Census Bureau, 2000. (10/21/04). http://www.census.gov/dmd/www/glossary/glossary_h-html
10 Census 2000
11 Census 2000
12 DE 03-04
13 DE 03-04
14 DE, 03-04
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ESOL programs at the schools where two of the participants teach. These classes contain
students with a broad range of skills and gaps in their education, which the teachers try to
identify early on and adjust their lessons accordingly.
Two of the urban teachers, Maureen and Hannah, have their own classrooms
populated with immigrant and refugee students. They both teach content area courses
such as math, social studies, language arts, reading, writing, and civics to ESOL students
who are grouped according to age and ability. Students take their classes within the
ESOL program until they are able to test out. With the exception of gym or vocational
education where they join mainstream students, ESOL students initially take all of their
classes with other ESOL students, making these their only academic interactions with
mainstream students outside of the lunchroom or hallways.
Once students have gone through the levels of ESOL classes sequentially and/or
have tested out, they enter content area classes with their mainstream peers. This process
varies depending on the student's academic background prior to arrival in Milltown
schools. For example, if a student excels in math, she could be placed in a mainstream
math class, but continue taking language arts in the ESOL program. This situation may be
more likely to occur in Hannah's classroom because of the higher number of immigrant
students who have had previous schooling. In Maureen's case, however, most of her
students are refugees with little or no educational background. It is not uncommon for her
students to go through their coursework entirely within the school's ESOL program being
exposed to mainstream students only during lunch, gym and possibly art.
Bridget, the other urban teacher, has a different teaching context. She teaches
ESOL kindergartners in groups of three to five based on the mainstream classes they
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attend, rather than their ability. She meets with them every weekday except Friday, when
the school schedule changes to provide specialized classes such as art, music, and
physical education. Bridget's tutoring sessions are approximately 30 minutes long and
Bridget uses them to reinforce the literacy skills covered in mainstream classes. Although
she plans and organizes her lessons independently of the topic areas being addressed in
the regular classrooms, her focus is always on reinforcing and supporting the skills that
the children are learning in their mainstream classrooms. She addresses the discrepancies
in abilities within her small groups by adjusting the difficulty level of the questions she
asks to individual students and by assigning different skill level tasks. If there is a big
group of ESOL students in one mainstream classroom, she will divide them into groups
based on their level; otherwise, she meets them together. In the following pages, I explain
in further detail the specific contexts where each urban participant teaches.

Maureen
During this study, Maureen was in her third year of teaching ESOL at Mountain
View High School, a magnet school serving students in grades 9-12, in the heart of
Milltown's large working class neighborhood. The designation "magnet" signifies that all
high school ESOL students in the Milltown School District attend Mountain View's
ESOL program. This school has 2,381 students of which 0.50% are Native American,
2.31% Asian, 7.52% Hispanic, 4.24% Black, non-Hispanic, and 85.43% White, nonHispanic15. Of the total school population 9.6% are considered limited English proficient

15 Department of Education, 2002-2003. (9/13/04) http://www.measuredprogress.org/profile/SchEnroll.cfm
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and 12% are eligible for free or reduced lunch16. As a magnet school, the 9.6% of LEP
students is above the district average of 7.6% and well above the state average of 1.6%17.
Maureen, a woman in her early 50's, grew up on Long Island in an all white
neighborhood with mixed ethnicities and religions, most notably Italian, Irish, and
Jewish. Her father was Italian and her mother Irish, but she identifies most strongly with
her father's Italian side and is saddened by the fact that she didn't continue to speak and
study the language. The schools that she attended until she was eighteen years old and
moved into New York City to the Lower East Side where she was "the only white." She
became interested in teaching ESOL after discovering that she didn't want to teach
mainstream social studies at the secondary level. So, she began volunteering to teach
literacy courses to adults where she was asked to tutor a man from Bosnia so that he
could get his GED. She eventually was hired as an ESL aid and enjoyed it so much that
she decided to go back to school to get her M.A.T in ESL. During her internship at the
high school, she "fell in love" with teaching at the secondary level and decided that was
what she wanted to do. She was hired at this same high school to teach beginning literacy
students. Maureen emphasizes a strict and orderly classroom, which she feels is necessary
for her majority refugee students to learn how schools operate and to move to the next
level in the high school ESOL program.
Maureen teaches ESL1, the lowest of four levels in the program. She is one of
two first level teachers on a team of eight ESOL teachers within the high school. Her day
is divided into seven 45-minute class periods that correspond with the rest of the high
school. She teaches math, social studies, civics, reading, and writing. The majority of her

16 DE 02-03
17 DE 02-03
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students are refugees from Bosnia, Sudan, Somalia, Egypt, and Afghanistan who have
had very little formal schooling. For many of these students, English was learned in
refugee camps or through sporadic attendance in war-torn countries.
These students have lunch and one period of gym with mainstream students; the
rest of their classes are with Maureen and Jim, the other level one teacher, in a modular
classroom outside the main school building. The "mod" sits on a narrow strip of land
between the main building and the sidewalk in front of the school. It is divided into two
classrooms, one for Maureen, the other for Jim, with a connecting door that is opened
between classes for students to shuffle back and forth, some staying for two or three
classes in a row with Maureen. Since space is an issue in this school, this modular unit
was rented, along with another that sits beside it, as temporary classroom space until
school construction is finished. The other six ESOL classrooms are located in the main
building.
Maureen's classroom is organized with rows of desks facing a long whiteboard in
the front of the room. There is a history timeline above the whiteboard with an American
flag and the words to the Star Spangled Banner hanging to the side of it. Throughout the
room there are posters, three world maps, one U.S. map, and a stand-up revolving
bookrack. Maureen's desk is in the back of the room behind the student desks, along with
a small table, an unused computer, and a small shelf of books with two English
dictionaries. This area is where she keeps her teaching and reference materials.

Hannah
Hannah was in her third year of teaching ESOL in Milltown at Pine Ridge Middle
School to students in grades 6-8 when I began my data collection. Pine Ridge is located
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about a mile from Mountain View High School and is similarly designated as a "magnet"
middle school for ESOL students. Pine Ridge has an enrollment of 1,070 students, of
which 0.09% are Native American, 2.15% Asian, 9.91% Hispanic, 3.83% Black, nonHispanic, and 84.02% White, non-Hispanic18. Of the total school population, 6.6% are
limited English proficient and 29.3% are eligible for free or reduced lunch, well above
the state average of 16.4%19.
Hannah, a young woman in her mid 20's, grew up in a small town that was almost
all white. Hannah remembers there were "two black kids in my school, possibly."
However, she went away to a private high school where there were "people from all over
the world." Hannah became interested in teaching ESOL after traveling in Mexico and
Guatemala learning Spanish. She thought her Spanish might be useful in teaching ESOL,
so when she saw the different cultures and languages represented at the high school
where her first teacher education class was held, she was "really surprised and intrigued."
She decided to combine her interest in ESOL with her interest in social studies to pursue
a dual certification. When she completed her MAT, she was hired at this same middle
school. Hannah strives to get her students to focus on their studies and not waste time
because, as she occasionally reminds them, they have a lot of catching up to do in order
to reach the level of work that their mainstream peers are doing.
Hannah is one of five teachers in the ESOL program who teach sixth, seventh,
and eighth grade at levels one (beginners), two (intermediate), and three (advanced). She
teaches social studies, math, and language arts at levels one and two. These subject area
courses are divided according to grade level, academic ability, and number of students.

18 DE 02-03
19 DE 02-03
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Sometimes, if numbers warrant there are split classes with students from two different
grades.
Hannah's course schedule is divided into seven 45-minute class periods with 20
minutes for lunch. The majority of her students are Spanish speakers from Puerto Rico,
El Salvador, Honduras, Mexico, and Columbia. She also has immigrant students from
Korea and China, and refugee students from Bosnia, Sudan, and Somalia some of whom
have came to her class with no educational experience or English background. All ESOL
students have lunch and two periods of Integrated Studies with mainstream students.
Integrated Studies includes classes in art, computers, family and consumer science,
foreign languages, industrial arts and technological education, music, and physical
education. These classes are the ESOL students' first exposure to mainstream students in
a classroom setting.
Hannah teaches in a room located in the back comer of the school, furthest from
the main entrance and the main office. Her room is at the end of a long hall of lockers and
other classrooms. This space was originally one large classroom, but has been divided in
two by a petitioned wall. Since no intercom or speaker unit was hooked up when the
room was divided, a doorway to the adjacent classroom is opened every day during
school announcements so that Hannah's students can try to hear them. In addition, if she
needs to call to the main office for disciplinary support, she must interrupt the other class
to use the intercom.
Hannah's classroom is arranged with desks in rows facing a whiteboard. A long
rectangular table has been placed in the middle of these rows and a counter extends along
the length of the wall opposite the whiteboard with cupboards above and below. Piles of
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books and student projects cover the counter now. Posters including alphabet letters, days
of the week, a calendar, and math equations line the walls. A poster by Hannah's desk in
the comer reminds students to, "Be prepared, Be on time, Show RESPECT, Try your
best."

Bridget
Bridget was in her second year as an ESOL teacher at the time of my data
collection. In her first year she taught 4th grade ESOL; however, due to changes in the
ESOL population, her second year placement was with ESOL kindergartners at Milltown
Elementary School. Crowding in the elementary school, led the district to move the
kindergarten to what was previously a non-school building located 1/4 mile from the
Milltown Elementary school building, approximately one mile from the two urban
schools where Maureen and Hannah teach. The population of Milltown Elementary is
422, including 99 kindergarten students20. O f this, 0.19% are Native American, 2.30%
Asian, 23.61% Hispanic, 6.33% Black, non-Hispanic, and 67.56% are White, nonHispanic21. The large Hispanic population at this school stands in stark contrast to the
state average of 2.23%, as does the relatively small percentage of White students, which
is far below the state average of 94.57%22. ESOL students comprise 17.1% of the total
school population and 70.4% of the students at Riverside Elementary are eligible for free
or reduced lunch, well above the district average of 28.9% and the state average of
17.3%.
Bridget, an energetic young woman in her early 20's, grew up in white, middleclass towns that had very little diversity in comparison to the setting in which she now
20 DE 02-03
21 DE 02-03
22 DE 02-03
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teaches. She got interested in ESOL through a friend who was taking a free (grant
subsidized) ESOL course at the university and asked her if she was interested in taking it
too. She remembers, "I just had a fascination with other cultures and I'd always wanted to
travel to different countries and it sounded really nice, so I took a course." After she
started working with ESOL students in the schools, she decided that was what she really
wanted to teach, despite her dual certification in mainstream elementary. When she
finished her MAT, she began teaching in an ESOL 4th grade magnet classroom. The
following year she was moved to a team taught 1st and 2nd grade ESOL and this year she
began teaching ESOL kindergarten. Although she was not happy switching grade levels
every year, she recognizes the difficulty that the administration faces in providing
services to such a vastly changing ESOL population. Bridget focuses on creating a
relaxed, polite, and fun setting for her small classroom. She wants her students to feel
comfortable so that they will begin to participate in the on-going dialogue that is at the
center of her instruction.
Bridget, the only ESOL teacher in the kindergarten building, meets with her
students in "pull-out" sessions. In these sessions, students leave their mainstream
classrooms to work with Bridget one-on-one or in small groups. Students meet with her
every day in groups of 3 to 5 for approximately 30 minutes each time. Many of the
students are Hispanic, from Puerto Rico and the Dominican Republic, others are from
Albania, Russia, and Liberia.
In the beginning of the year, Bridget's classroom was an 8' x 8' space that doubled
as the school "time-out" room. Students who were physically out of control were brought,
as needed, throughout the day causing Bridget to have to vacate her classroom at a
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moment's notice. To address this situation, she made portable, cardboard-backed posters
which she could quickly grab on her way out when her class had to leave. After two
months, she was given a permanent classroom, another windowless, though slightly
bigger 10' x 10' room, off the kitchen area in the teachers' lunchroom. Students walk
through lunchroom smells of microwaved leftovers and toaster oven reheatings to enter
Bridget's class. Bridget says her students have eventually become accustomed to arms
reaching through her slightly open door into one of two upright refrigerators located
along one wall of her room. These refrigerators hold lunches and snacks for teachers and
staff throughout the building.
Along with the refrigerators, the room contains one child-sized table with four to
five small chairs, a portable white board, and plastic crates that hold Bridget's teaching
materials. Posters line the walls with days of the week, a calendar, adjectives for weather,
alphabet letters, pictures of her students wearing goggles and sunglasses from their beach
unit, and a poster of the sea floor, fish, and shells.

Rural setting and participants
Three participants in this study, Carly, Allie, and Beth, teach in rural school
districts within the state23. In these rural school settings, these teachers often support the
curriculum o f the mainstream teacher. They use flashcards, word games, and strategies to
reinforce the mainstream curriculum. By frequently meeting with the mainstream
teachers, these ESOL teachers know where the class is in any particular subject as well as
what terminology to use while tutoring students. Given that each school may take a
different approach to literacy, part of the ESOL teacher's job is to familiarize herself with

23 Rural is defined as "Territory, population and housing units not classified as urban. 'Rural' classification
cuts across other hierarchies and can be in metropolitan or non-metropolitan areas." Census 2000
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the approach in each school in order to effectively reinforce classroom skills for her
students. The ability of the ESOL teacher to do an effective job in a rural environment
largely hinges on the quality of the communication with classroom teachers.
Allie and Beth teach in districts with lower numbers of ESOL students than Carly,
which makes it necessary for them to travel from school to school according to student
location. They teach K-12 providing services in pull-out tutorial sessions or as support in
mainstream classrooms. For in-class support, they work beside the ESOL student in the
mainstream class during a lesson in which a student needs extra help. Sitting beside an
ESOL student, the teacher gives assistance to both ESOL and mainstream students. This
happens more frequently at the elementary level where reading and special education
teachers, in addition to ESOL teachers, often work with students in the classroom. At the
middle school or high school level, ESOL tutorials usually occur outside of the
classroom. In the following pages, I describe the contexts of each teacher in more detail.
C arlv
Carly teaches in the university town of Rockfield. During this study, Carly was in
her third year o f ESOL teaching at Rockfield High School and in the process of
becoming a state certified ESOL teacher. This high school enrolls 738 students, of whom
1.22% Asian, 1.08% Hispanic, 0.68% Black, non-Hispanic, and 97.02% White, nonHispanic, above the state average of 94.57%24. Of the total school population, 1.8% are
considered limited English proficient and 2.0% are eligible for free or reduced lunch,
unlike other schools in this study, this is far below the state average of 16.4%. The

24 DE 02-03
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median household income in the county where Carly teaches is $44,198 below the state
median of $49,83025.
When I asked Carly, who is in her early 50's, where she grew up, she laughed and
replied "honkyville" then further described it as "a heavily Caucasion environment" in a
large suburb of New England. She remembers that her high school was a little more
diverse than her elementary and middle school, yet still predominantly white. Teaching
ESOL interested her because she wanted to work abroad and her previous MBA seemed
to offer few promising possibilities, so she decided to pursue a new career that involved
an international living experience. Once she began working on her K-12 ESOL
certification with ESOL high school students, she found it challenging and enjoyable. Her
position at the high school is a year-to-year contracted one, which she is arguing to make
a regular, salaried position. She is a strong advocate for her students and strives to get
them involved in the social life of the school so that they can feel like they belong.
Carly is the only ESOL teacher in the high school. She meets with students in
three settings: one-on-one, small group lessons, and in mainstream classrooms. The
majority of her time is spent in one-on-one and small group tutorial sessions with
students who come to her room for additional support of their mainstream course work.
She divides her time among the 12 ESOL students according to the amount of support
needed as well as their schedule of up-coming tests and quizzes. She meets with a small
group of high proficiency students for one 45-minute period each day; approximately five
others come to her classroom throughout the day during their study halls for tutoring; and

25 Census 2000
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the remaining five are monitored periodically by checking in with their mainstream
teachers.
Carly's ESOL classroom is noticeably different from those of the other teachers in
this study. It is a spacious 2nd floor room with windows lining one wall and another half
glass wall on the opposite side overlooking the library below. There are three computers
with internet access, comfortable chairs, a few desks, a small table for tutoring, and
several plants. The bookshelves are filled with many new content area books as well as a
variety of language dictionaries from beginning to advanced levels of proficiency. Posters
decorate the walls with images ranging from Bob Marley to John Wayne. On one end of
the room, chairs are arranged in a half-circle facing a whiteboard. There is a CD player
with stacks of music from the students' native countries. Another small table near the
entryway often has flowers and snacks or cookies to munch on. Students frequently stop
by between classes or during lunch to hang out with the other ESOL students, check their
e-mail or talk to Carly. This bright, inviting space, however, is temporary. The large
construction project taking place throughout the school during my interviewing has
placed Carly in this room. Next year will find her in another, as yet unknown, location.
Allie
Allie was in her second year as a certified ESOL teacher, but her fourth year
overall teaching ESOL students during this study. She taught as an uncertified tutor for
two years because the district had difficulty finding someone certified in ESOL. Once she
got her certification, she began as a regular ESOL teacher. The student enrollment in her
district is 2,08826. O f this number, Native Americans make up 1.25%, Asians 0.67%,
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Hispanics 1.05%, Black, non-Hispanic 0.34%, and White, non-Hispanic 96.70%27.
Within the total district population, 0.4% are considered limited English proficient and
10.4% are eligible for free or reduced lunch, below the state average of 16.4%28. The
median household income in the county that Allie teaches in is $48,875 slightly below
the state median of $49, 83029.
Allie is in her late 40's and was born in Cuba where she lived until she was 11
then immigrated to the United States. While living in Cuba, she attended American
schools so that she could learn English. She went to private schools most of her life that
were "mostly white" with "some Black students and some white students and the
Hispanic students were mostly Cubans, so there was some diversity, but not a whole lot."
Allie got into teaching ESOL while she was working as a substitute Spanish language
teacher and her school enrolled a boy from Guatemala who spoke no English. So, the
principal asked if she would work with him. The next year the school district enrolled
several more ESOL students and asked her to consider getting certified. She completed
her MAT in K-12 ESOL while tutoring throughout this same district for a growing
population of ESOL students.
The rural, mountainous area of the state where Allie works attracts vacationing
hikers, skiers, and outdoor people year round. Within these picturesque New England
towns, Allie spends about one hour "on the road" each day traveling to three elementary
schools and one high school to provide ESOL service to 12 students. She uses a cart with
wheels to transport boxes of markers, reading books, workbooks, flashcards, and other
materials she uses with her students. Her tutoring sessions with ESOL students reinforce
27 DE 02-03
28 DE 02-03
29 Census 2000
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content area skills that are covered in mainstream classrooms and are determined through
collaboration with mainstream teachers on how best to address student needs. Her
schedule is organized by how much support Allie and the mainstream teacher feel the
student requires as well as when the student is available between content area subjects
such as math and science or specials such as gym and art. She often meets with students
during their reading or writing period.
Allie usually begins or ends her day at her permanent office space located in a
modular trailer unit outside Greenville Elementary, which is shared with another teacher
who coordinates a program for gifted and talented students throughout the district. Stacks
of chapter books, workbooks, colorful word cards, and boxes of educational games are
scattered throughout the room. Allie's desk sits to the side, a small island of order amidst
the jumble that surrounds her. She has a computer and a few bookshelves where she
keeps her own, more modest piles of ESOL materials.
In one of the four schools, Allie has her own room where she can put posters on
the walls and arrange things as she likes. It is a windowless corridor located between the
school nurse's office and a storage room. To get there, one must walk into the nurse's
office then veer to the right just before the examination table. Though small, this 6' x 8'
space has bright posters, and a bookshelf filled with Reading Recovery material that Allie
can borrow for her students. There is also a child-size table with an old Apple computer,
a printer and two small chairs. Posters on the wall have each ESOL student's name with
new vocabulary words they have learned or pages of writing they have completed.
In the other three schools where she tutors, Allie does not have a permanent space
to work with her students. She must either find temporarily unused rooms or work in the
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library. Both options leave her open to disruption by mainstream classes that come in to
use the space. When this happens, she and her student collect their materials and head out
to find a quiet spot in the hallway.
Beth
Beth, the other rural teacher, was in her third year of ESOL teaching during this
study. Her school district has an enrollment of 2,846 students, of which 0.42% are Asian,
0.32% Hispanic, 0.70% Black, non-Hispanic, and 98.56% White, non-Hispanic above the
state average of 94.24%30. Within the total district population, 0.3% are considered
limited English proficient and 24.3% are eligible for free or reduced lunch, significantly
higher than the 2.0% in Carly's high school, the 11.7% in Allie's district, and the state
average of 16.4%.31 The median household income in the county where Beth teaches is
$40,792, the lowest of all participants in this study and below the state median of
$49,83032.
Beth, who is in her mid 40's, grew up in a small town on Long Island where many
people commuted to New York City to work. When asked the racial make-up of her
town, she laughs, "Oh, white, white, and white." She knew of two African Americans in
her school throughout her K-12 years. After graduation, she attended a small liberal arts
college, which slightly increased her exposure to diverse populations. She became
interested in teaching ESOL after tutoring a Bosnian refugee and realizing that she could
build upon her previous education degree by pursuing a certification in ESOL. She then
returned to school for her MAT in K-12 ESOL. Beth was a very conscientious teacher
who strived to maximize her time with her students through detailed planning and
30 DE 02-03
31 DE 02-03
32 Census 2000
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frequent short meetings with their mainstream teachers. These meetings helped her to
pre-teach new vocabulary so that her students would feel more confident to participate in
classroom activities and discussions. Building student confidence was an important part
of what Beth believed was her job as an ESOL teacher.
As with Allie, Beth teaches K-12 ESOL in a rural district with few ESOL
students. A t the time of my data collection, she worked with two students regularly and
monitored five others in the district. The surrounding towns are popular tourist
destinations during the summer months because of the lakes and lakeside resorts found at
the foot of the mountains. During the fall foliage season, tourist buses unload "leaf
peepers" who fill Lakeside, the biggest town, to shop and take in the change of color.
Beth divides her time among Lakeside High School, Lakeside Middle School, and
Elmwood Elementary School, located in an adjacent town. She meets with one high
school student every day to provide English language instruction, which takes the place
of his mainstream English requirement. She also tutors two middle school students twice
a week and provides in-class support to a second grader at the elementary school. During
these in-class sessions, she sits beside the girl in the mainstream classroom and helps her
and the other mainstream students nearby.
Beth's travel time is about 20 minutes from the high school and middle school,
which are within 1/4 mile of each other, to the elementary school. It is a 40-minute
round-trip drive that she makes two to three times a week. As with Allie, she carries
copies of her students' textbooks, dictionaries, and other materials she may need in a
wheeled cart. Every day she hauls this cart every day to and from her car trunk, which
doubles as a spare tire and school book storage space.
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Beth meets with her high school student in an unused equipment storage room off
the high school library. Each morning they lift a 4' X 8' sound barrier/divider to block the
door-less entryway in order to muffle the continuous activity and chatter coming from
students using the library computers just outside the space. There are no posters or areas
for Beth to leave her materials, so she brings them in and out each day. Betsy and her
student work at a table among old microfiche machines, a typewriter, empty bookshelves,
large instructional manuals, and spare equipment parts. It doesn't look like a tutoring
space; there is no indication that it is anything other than a dusty, forgotten room used to
store antiquated and unused audio-visual equipment (See Appendix E for a summary of
participant data).
In this section, I have described the urban and rural settings in which the
participants teach. This information provides a context for this study to better understand
the reasons why a teacher may choose specific curricula or materials to address the needs
of their diverse student populations. In the following chapter, I address the themes
identified within the data and describe how the participants in this study speak about their
notions of race and culture. In so doing, a more accurate account of teacher identity and
its influence on teaching is possible.

Conclusion
The qualitative research methodology that I used to address my research question
included structured interviews and classroom observations with ESOL teachers as a way
to understand their beliefs of race and white racial identity and how these beliefs play out
in the classroom. Incorporating a grounded theory method of data analysis allowed me to
construct theoretical propositions and build substantive theory grounded in the specific
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context of ESOL. Using a question matrix developed from critical race theory provided a
framework to analyze racialized discourse, as well as provide an effective way to
problematize the dominant white knowledge systems that inform my own and the
participants' white racial identity. As a result, the final analysis captures a contextualized
understanding of the influence that white racial identity has on ESOL teaching and
pedagogy.
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CHAPTER IV

TEACHER IDENTITY: ISSUES OF RACE AND CULTURE IN ESOL TEACHING

In this chapter, I analyze data collected during interviews and classroom
observations to understand how the teacher participants discuss issues of race and culture
as they pertain to their personal identity and ESOL teaching. By analyzing participants’
notions of race and culture, I can illustrate the connection between these
conceptualizations and how they are actuated in the classroom. Establishing this
connection allows me to better understand the influence of white racial identity on
teaching. To understand such underlying complexity, I conducted three one-hour
interviews (See Appendix C) and an average of five forty-five minute observations with
each participant over a six month period. During these observations, I kept notes on the
class subject, number of students and country of origin, classroom arrangement, students’
response to the material, and teachers’ response to the class. I tape recorded the
interviews and observations, and these transcriptions along with my notes, comprise the
data used for analysis. I approached my data analysis with the goal of trying to better
understand the role that white racial identity plays in the ways these teachers think about
their teaching and in the ways that they teach. In my analysis, I focus on what beliefs and
assumptions the teacher participants have about race and culture as well as how they
perceive these to influence their racial and cultural identity. The process that I used to
analyze the data is explained below.
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Analysis of data
The process of analysis I used for identifying themes in interview and observation
transcript data allowed me to locate patterns in the data. In order to do this, 1 first read all
of the responses from each participant, and then broke down the transcript data into
manageable segments of approximately two to five sentences in order to develop an
understanding of what was said. At this stage of the analysis, my goal was to assign codes
to all of the transcription data rather than to make comparisons among the participants'
responses. As I examined these segments, I looked for how the participants discussed
issues of race and culture and when it came into or was left out of their dialogue. For
example, in interview 1, question # 6 ,1 asked the participants to "Tell me about the racial
and cultural make-up of the neighborhood(s) you grew up in and the school(s) you
attended." In their responses, I examined whether race was mentioned, what was
mentioned instead of race, or what associations were made with race when it did enter the
dialogue.
I also looked for information in the responses to all of the interview questions
about how the participants developed, changed, and shaped their own personal identities.
I then examined what influenced their notions of ESOL education and began to assign
codes to segments that described conditions, interactions, techniques, ideologies, and/or
conceptualizations relevant to how the participants' formed their racial and cultural
identity. This analysis generated a list of codes that made it easier to retrieve specific
coded responses so that I could begin the process of comparing participant responses.
Once I had coded the data, I began to interpret and look for common themes
across cases in the transcripts by comparing and contrasting participant responses to
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specific interview questions. For example, in looking at how the participants discussed
issues of race and culture, I compared their responses to interview 1, question #8, "What
aspects of your racial and cultural identity, do you feel, are evident in your everyday
life?" Looking at the responses to one specific question enabled me to examine the
similarities and differences in these responses. After comparing responses in this way, I
expanded the comparisons to include several questions on similar topics. Expanding from
one-question to several questions on the same topic enabled me to see patterns not
previously discernible, as responses didn't always relate to particular questions, but would
sometimes carry over as afterthoughts of previous questions.
I also calculated frequency counts in participants' responses, which entailed
counting the number of times a code appeared in a response. This helped me see which
codes were particularly salient within each question for each participant as well as within
the broader scope of multiple questions on the same topic. For instance, when I was
trying to find out what the participants believed they ought to be teaching and why, I
looked at their responses to five interview questions and counted the number of times a
code appeared. While some codes occurred only twice, such as "process of
Americanization" and "personal identity" others occurred 8 to 12 times, such as "need to
assimilate" and "role of American culture in ESOL teaching," which indicated that these
codes needed more consideration and cross-analysis. (See Appendix D for Master list of
codes with frequency counts)
As I continued to compare and contrast these codes, I began to focus on
identifying interrelationships and features within the data that would enable me to
construct themes and put forth assertions based on what I was finding. When underlying
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uniformities began to emerge in my analysis, such as feelings of marginalization or
minimization of racial discourse, these became the basis of the themes I later developed.
These themes illustrate the nuances, contradictions, and associations that the participants
make with race, white racial identity, and ESOL education, and attempt to explain how
these notions connect to teaching ESOL students. Comparing what participants said in
response to interview questions with what I saw of their teaching during my classroom
observations led me to begin to understand how being white influences teaching and what
is focused on in classroom and textbook discussions. In addition, I began to perceive that
issues of race were minimized and that the participants' sense o f marginalization was in
conflict with what they thought they ought to be doing as ESOL teachers.
O rganization of chapter
This chapter is divided into three sections that each examine one category of
themes that emerged in this study. The first thematic section, "Notions of race and racial
identity," includes four subsections, one of which describes how the participants defined
ESOL education. The other three subsections address these themes: the minimization of
the impact of racial comments made to ESOL students, the minimization of the influence
of teaching context on teacher racial identity, and the avoidance and negativity in
discourse about white racial identity. The purpose of this section is to describe how the
participants conceptualize and articulate their notions of race in general and whiteness in
particular.
The second section, "White racial identity in the ESOL classroom," looks at the
ways in which the themes about racial identity tie to classroom practice. In this section, I
draw from observation transcripts and notes to illustrate how participants' addressed
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issues of race when they arose in the classroom. My descriptions of what went on in the
classroom are not meant to be representative of the participants' practice in general, but
rather as a slice of classroom occurrences that depict a fragment of teaching and
illuminate some of the ways conceptualizations of race played out in practice. The
conclusions that I draw are representative of the specific context of this study and are not
meant to be generalized to a larger population. I conclude this section with a "Teacher
reaction chart" (Appendix F) that compares how participants responded to incidents
involving race, gender, and religion when they arose in their classrooms.
The third section, "Marginalization of ESOL in the school community," examines
the status of the ESOL teachers, students, and programs within the broader context of
i

their school community. I discuss the physical and social marginalization of these
teachers and their programs within their schools. The purpose of this section is to
demonstrate how the participants feel they and their programs are treated by mainstream
colleagues and administrative staff.
Section I: Notions o f race an d racial identity
In this section, I discuss how the participants’ defined ESOL education and the
three main thematic categories that emerged from my analysis of interview and
observation data. These themes include: teacher minimization of the impact of racial
comments made to ESOL students, teacher minimization of the influence of teaching
context on teacher racial identity, and teacher avoidance of addressing their own white
racial identity. This section is divided according to these themes and concludes with a
chart that summarizes how participant teachers have reacted in circumstances where
racial and cultural issues have arisen in their classrooms. The purpose of this section is to
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illustrate how participants define ESOL education as well as conceptualize and articulate
their notions of race, in general, and white racial identity, in particular, in order to
connect them to classroom practice.
Defining ESO L education
In this subsection, I describe what the participants believe are the most important
aspects of ESOL education. The purpose of this section is to contextualize the reasons
the participants responded in the ways they did and to describe the factors that influenced
these responses. I have delineated the themes that emerged in the definitions of ESOL
education between the urban and rural settings because of the different patterns in the
answers from the two groups.

Urban teachers
The one common element that the urban teachers, Maureen, Hannah, and Bridget,
expressed as part of their jobs was that ESOL instruction needed to focus on assisting
students to develop the skills necessary to enter mainstream classes; for Maureen's
refugee students, this meant the regular ESOL program. While the rural participants also
work toward this goal, they identified different aspects of ESOL education that were
specific to their contexts. The particular ways that the urban teachers developed student
skills depended on gaps in education, language proficiency, and grade levels of the
students that they taught.
Hannah believed it was her job to prepare her middle school students,
.. .to make it along with their American peers in regular classes and to graduate
and to have the language to do that...That means catching up on...cultural
background information that, say social studies teachers expect them to know
where their American counterparts might know all the founding fathers and been
learning stuff like that.. .There's missed education that I have to make up for... So,
not letting them lose more skills because they're learning English, they've got to
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like double up on tim e...I feel like my end goal should be...to give them what
they need to succeed in mainstream classes (inter2Q5).
Hannah felt that it was important to focus on skills that would enable her students to
catch up on the required information mainstream teachers expect ESOL students to know,
such as American history.
At the kindergarten level, Bridget believes that getting her students to feel
comfortable enough to participate is an important element in preparing them for
mainstream instruction.
...you want ESL students to be talking...it [is] more of a social class...I think
with ESL you can't be as firm and rigid and do all this work at your seat.. .with
ESL students it has to be more of a comfortable environment. You don't want
them to feel.. .overwhelmed.. .1 always want my classroom to be
comfortable.. .try not to stress them out too m uch.. .and then they start speaking
and that's the important part (in terlQ ll).
For Bridget, creating "a comfortable environment" that promotes verbal participation is
important for students to relax and not feel overwhelmed. Once this setting is established,
students will start speaking and develop their language skills. Her focus on fostering the
affective aspects of language learning, such as creating a classroom where students feel
comfortable, is the starting point for the skills development that will follow. In my
classroom observations, Bridget's students generally seemed to enjoy participating in
activities and through her tone of voice and de-emphasis of her authority position, she
actively engaged in facilitating student input as the central point of instruction.
Maureen believed that the best way to prepare her high school refugee students to
enter the regular ESOL program in her school was to maintain the literacy based focus in
reading and writing. She said, “no matter what we're teaching, literacy is still the
underlying factor (inter 1Q14).” With this literacy focus, Maureen moves between
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subjects like American History, Civics, and Math to better enable her students to progress
to the next level of ESOL in her school’s program. She said,
I tend to be really strict with the rules because many of them haven't had rules for
a long time. You know, when you're running from place to place or you're in a
refugee camp or you're just kind of wandering around all day, you know...maybe
the teachers show up to school one day and doesn't the other for one reason or
another. So, you kind of have to gather them back in and have discipline in the
classroom. (interl,Q l 1).
In addition to her focus on developing literacy skills, Maureen also places importance on
instilling social skills necessary for her students to adjust to their school setting, in
particular being “really strict with the rules (interlQ l 1).” Teaching her students the
classroom rules allows them to move on to the next level of ESOL.

Rural teachers
For the rural teachers, the three most significant factors in ESOL education
included: 1) teacher collaboration, 2) acting as cultural mediators between ESOL students
and their mainstream teachers and administrators, and 3) being flexible in their tutoring
schedules. While these aspects came up for the urban teachers, they emerged peripherally
and less frequently than for the rural participants. Regarding teacher collaboration, Allie
articulates how valuable it was in her teacher education program and in her own teaching.
...I learned a lot [about] cooperating with the [mainstream] teachers and, you
know, not just reflecting by myself, but also reflecting with some other teacher
and talking about the problems. And I think that's a big thing because I try to do
that at least once a month with the classroom teachers, not only to improve
relationships, but I learn so much about what is going on in the classroom so that
what I do can be tied sometimes to the curriculum—it doesn't always work...Some
teachers are much better at providing that information than others (interlQ5).
Collaborating with classroom teachers, as Allie points out, helps her to understand what
is going on in her students' regular classrooms as well as improve communication with
other teachers, which ultimately strengthens the support base for ESOL students.
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However, trying to work together with other teachers "doesn't always work." Beth agrees
with Allie about the importance of being able to collaborate with mainstream teachers
while echoing the difficulty she often has in doing so.
.. .now that I'm teaching [collaboration] is just SO important to me. It seems that
it's just essential to have that and...I didn't realize it would be such a difficult
thing to accomplish...(inter 1, Q5).
When collaboration doesn't work, Carly's strategy is to avoid those teachers she knows
are difficult to coordinate with, while instead trying to find those teachers who
understand her students’ needs. She states,
I have one math teacher I try to get my kids w ith.. .because she communicates
well and gives them time and that whole verbal piece is now well understood.
There's others who are inflexible and...that's another conversation. I've had
problems with teachers who just don't get what these kids are going through...and
some of them are just hopeless and I just try to .. .get them with the right teacher
instead of trying to educate the wrong teacher.. .Instead of recreating the wheel or
trying to educate someone at the expense of the student who's in their high school
trying to develop a platform to begin the rest of their life, it's just maybe so much
easier to get them with the right teacher (inter2, Q6).
Carly's negotiations to get her students with the "right teacher" requires good
relationships not only with mainstream teachers to admit the student, but also with
administrators to allow a change in the student's schedule. In this sense, the role of
teacher collaboration for these rural teachers becomes apparent as a vital element in
assisting ESOL students to succeed academically.
The second aspect of ESOL education, acting as a cultural mediator between
ESOL students and mainstream teachers and administrators, meant explaining differences
between students' culture and American culture. As cultural mediators, participants were
often placed in the position of interpreting or explaining their students’ behavior and
academic ability to mainstream teachers and administrators. In this sense, these rural
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teachers were called upon more regularly than urban teachers to smooth out conflicts that
involved their students. Carly described this difficulty,
I think I've convinced the administration that [ESOL students] are a population to
be valued, they were highly represented at the awards ceremony today, and I think
I've convinced the principal not to place us in special education and that we
should be an entity unto ourselves. I've been working very hard to get ESL into a
language acquisition perception rather than they have a problem speaking the
language...(inter3, Q5).
Having to convince the administration that her students are not in need of special
education services requires Carly to address issues of inequality based on cultural
membership and language ability.
The third aspect of ESOL education for the rural teachers was the need to be
flexible in their tutoring sessions. Being flexible for these teachers meant being able to
adjust what they intended to work on with their students if the student needed something
else at that time such as, more review for a test, instruction in how to write a paper, or
clarification of American culture. Beth's comment exemplifies comments made by all of
the rural teachers about how they approached their planning for their tutor sessions. She
said,
.. .flexible planning [is important]... when I meet with a student I have to
know .. .what we're going to do in that tim e.. .B ut.. .1 can't let myself be bound by
th at...if something else has come up, I've got to go with it, but at least I have a
plan there (inter 1, Q12).
The need to be flexible is juxtaposed against another concern expressed by many of the
rural teachers in general, regarding the pressure they feel to maximize time with their
students so they can "catch up" to mainstream peers. While some teachers felt this
tension more keenly than others, being flexible remained a constant concern for all the
rural teachers.
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In this subsection, I have described how the urban teachers defined ESOL
education as preparing students to enter mainstream classes. This preparation included a
cultural component that required them to mediate the cultural differences that arose as
students tried to navigate their American school experience. Because these teachers have
their own classrooms and do not rely on teacher collaboration as much as the rural
teachers, this mediation was largely apparent in my classroom observations as
clarifications and explanations of American culture. These explanations focused mostly
on customs and norms of social behavior that students' needed to know in order to stay
out of trouble and to be more accepted by their peers, teachers, and administrators. In this
sense, both urban and rural teachers addressed cultural difference, yet attempted to instill
a sense of assimilation for standard behavior so that their students could feel a sense of
belonging within their schools and society. Both groups tried to create within their
classrooms an environment of acceptance and respect to foster a shared sense of
commonality. This focus on commonality and building a sense of shared community
were aspects important to these urban teachers' notions of preparing their students for
mainstream classes and in assisting their students to develop a sense of belonging. In
teacher collaboration and acting as cultural mediators, rural teachers were more
frequently placed in roles where they needed to advocate for their students regarding
issues of cultural status, which required them to attempt to remedy the inequities that
their students faced.
M inim izing the im pact o f racial com m ents m ade to ESO L students
Another theme that emerged from the teacher participant interviews was a pattern
of minimizing the racial comments that both ESOL and mainstream students made to
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ESOL students. This minimization was revealed in the participants' dismissal of racial
comments as unimportant or insignificant and was notable in the repetition of phrases
used to emphasize the inconsequence of these comments. Unlike the definitions of ESOL
education, I found this dismissal across all settings. In addition, I found the repetition
exemplified in all of the participants’ comments about racist remarks. For example, in the
following excerpt Bridget repeats the phrase "But, it w asn 't..." to underscore her
perceived unimportance of these comments. I have added italics to identify these key
phrases as well as those in future quotes.
...they're young. I mean, last year [my class] was even kind of young they didn't
make comments...well, there was Bosnian students in [my classroom] so they
were also white. But, it wasn't like this huge...because we were all so different it
wasn't like you're this I'm that, you know .. .We had one student from Sudan, he
was very dark. I think I heard kids say something like twice about it, but it wasn't
even like... what it would be here someone saying something about somebody
from Africa, you know it wasn't like a racial slam. It was more of an observation
like he's so dark, he's black, you know? (interl, Q16)
Bridget downplays the comments' significance by implying that because everyone was
"so different" racially, identifying who was of what race was not important. However,
according to some authors, so long as race is applied to non-white people and whites are
not racially named, whiteness functions as the norm (Dyer, 2002). Not identifying white
as a race can contribute to establishing relations of domination when dominant
knowledge forms are unquestioningly passed off as the only conception of the good in
ways that limit inquiry into alternative conceptions (McCarthy, 2000). In Bridget’s case,
students weren't comparing shades of their own white skin rather they were commenting
on the darkness of the Sudanese student's skin compared to their own white skin.
Minimizing racial comments by comparing them to overt racial acts, such as
Bridget's use of the term "racial slam" is representative of how many whites are "taught
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to recognize racism only in individual acts of meanness...[rather than]...in invisible
systems conferring unsought racial dominance on [whites] from birth (McIntosh, 1988)."
Dismissing racial acts that are less overt than a "racial slam" is one way that the impact of
racial comments on racial minorities are not comprehended by many whites (Kailin,
2002; McIntyre, 1997).
Hannah also minimizes the impact of racial comments by dismissing the
significance of racially and culturally related generalizations. She states,
I remember having lots of arguments with my grandfather who lives [nearby]
...and it's very segregated. It's like the downtown and the up-on-the-hill, the
money and the Puerto Ricans basically...and he w ould...just make these
generalizations about the Puerto Ricans...I remember coming in here...and
finding myself every once in awhile like "Well, the Puerto Ricans they don't come
to school when it snows because they. ..have truancy problems. And, really if it
was flurries outside you would have several Puerto Ricans (laugh) who weren’t
in...A nd over time I think I began to realize what kind of generalizations even if
its—its not really a hurtful generalization—but I would start to realize those things
and have to reevaluate those statements on a constant basis (interl,Q10).
Hannah candidly addresses her need to be more aware of the generalizations she makes
and clearly wants to acknowledge this as part of an on-going learning process, yet she
dismisses some generalizations as having less significance than others. However, in a
New England context, not coming to school because of a few flurries can be associated
with negative personality traits for the Puerto Ricans in Hannah's school. The cumulative
effect of racial comments that are not "really a hurtful generalization" or "a racial slam"
are unremarkable or unrecognizable to these white teachers in ways that reinforce
whiteness as the norm or solidify personality traits of the "Other."
Maureen, whose majority ESOL student population consists of African refugees,
also minimizes the impact of racial comments on her students. Her dismissal of the
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significance of such comments was evident when she described an incident that took
place in her classroom, as "not serious enough to think about..."
We have occasionally had black/white problems, but not serious enough to think
about...W e had one three years ago, where a Mexican young man, who was about
five foot three, looked up at one of my six foot five Dinka boys and said
something about monkeys in jungles. And, I'm just so thankful he said it to THAT
boy and not to one of the others (laughs) because that boy came right to me and
let me deal with it. B ut...that could have been a very serious situation (laughs).
(inter2, Q8)
Being white can make issues of race seem exaggerated (Delpit, 1995; Jensen, 2002;
Sleeter, 2001), which may help explain why, for Maureen, it does not seem as if this
racial remark warrants closer consideration. According to this view, her positionality as a
white teacher may be influenced her belief that occasional "black/white problems" are not
"serious enough to think about" even though on some level she knows that there was
potential for "a very serious situation" to develop.
Carly's minimization of the impact of racial prejudice regarding her students
differs from that of Hannah and Maureen in that she acknowledges the existence of racial
prejudice and the difficulty that her students have with issues of prejudice in their school.
She describes one racist incident involving an ESOL student in his mainstream class:
...I've seen [blatantly awful things] happen in classrooms most recently...where a
kid, who's critically misbehaved, said 'How can you be black, you can't even
shoot a basketball. I'm blacker than you, I'm better at basketball.'.. .and I mean
this stuff happens to him all the time because he's been in the school district for a
long time (inter2, Q9).
These overt and covert acts of racism may come up "all the time" for some of her African
students, but one student in particular has developed the capability to articulate himself in
response to such treatment. She states,
...he's quite capable [of defending himself against negative racial comments], as
he's done numerous times in his classrooms with problematic...students...and he's
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immensely articulate. I don't know how, I mean most 14-year-olds couldn't do
that. He's obviously been in this position before and...seem s to be able to package
this overtly racist behavior.. .there's a lot of hurt and [ostracism]. I don't know
how he deals with, but he has been dealing with it for years because he's been
going to this school district (inter2, Q9).
Despite Carly's awareness of the difficulty and regularity with which her African students
have to deal with racist comments, from her perspective as a white teacher it is not seen
as a crisis. She says,
...I'm sure it’s a shock for my African students who have to deal with the racist
perceptions of—subtle and not so subtle—have had to deal with. I don't think they
grew up in that environment and so all of a sudden being defined by skin color
when that's never been the case...And although, it hasn't come up in any crisis
mode, I just know that—I'm guessing, maybe I'm projecting—that they deal with it
on a daily basis (inter2, Q5)
The impact of having to deal with such treatment on a daily basis seems bound to wear
on a student's personal identity because of the way racial discrimination and/or exclusion
isolates students from the rest of the school community; something of which Carly does
not seem aware.
Bridget, Hannah and Maureen, who teach in urban settings, and Carly, who
teaches in a rural setting, are all thoughtful and caring teachers who, in my experience,
challenge themselves to implement more effective methods to facilitate student
understanding and learning. Bridget's minimization of racial comments to her students
did not seem to be consciously hurtful or racist. Throughout the interviews and
observations in her classroom, her dedication to her students was obvious. She was very
concerned about helping her students not only learn English, but to assist their families in
adjusting to life in America. Despite Bridget's concern for her students and their families,
the negative social connotations that dark skin color has, not only in this country, but in
many Latin American and Asian countries, risks being sustained if not addressed and
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dispelled by the teacher. For Allie and Beth the issue of minimizing racial comments did
not arise. The corresponding factor that separates these teachers apart from the other
participants is that they did not have African ESOL students. In sum, the teachers with
African ESOL students were the ones who minimized racial comments.
Goldberg argues that racial exclusion serves as a presumption for which rules and
rationalizations may be formulated, but that it also has a second less acknowledged
element that results in racial exclusion being the outcome of deliberation in pedagogical
domains (Goldberg, 1993). In other words, racial exclusion can be the unintended
outcome in schools involving deliberations about race. While Bridget’s students
acknowledged the visual differences in their skin color, any previous connotations they
might have associated with it were not explored or challenged to counteract the negative
stereotypes that dark skin color has in many countries. By not addressing or passing
racial comments off as unimportant, racial issues are dealt with by not dealing with them,
not pursuing avenues for better understanding. In this sense, participants follow the
socially determined and acceptable responses to racial issues that have been constructed
for centuries in America. From the position of a white teacher, it is easier to dismiss or
minimize the importance of racial identity (Delpit, 1995; Jensen, 2002).
Educational institutions have played a significant role in limiting inquiry into
racial issues because of the ways control is maintained over the presentation and
reinforcement of certain forms of inquiry (Lesko, 2000; Popkewitz, 1998). This plays out
on the individual level in what teachers feel is important to address as well as what they
dismiss as insignificant. In this sense, an ideology of consensus emerged to maintain a
"culture of niceness" that glossed over further inquiry into skin color, as in Bridget's
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class; generalizations, as for Hannah; and racial conflict, as in Maureen's classroom
(McIntyre, 1997). Dispelling notions of consensus or breaking out of the "culture of
niceness," can allow topics like race to be taken up, so that students' lives can be seen as
an integral part of the social landscape, rather than as "Other."
M inim izing the im pact of teaching context on racial identity
The theme in this subsection focuses on the impact that teaching in a racially and
culturally diverse classroom of English language learners has on the teacher participants
in this study and whether such a setting causes them to rethink their own racial and
cultural identity. By racial identity, I mean a sense of group identity that the participants
have based on their perceptions of a shared common racial heritage (Helms, 1993). While
white racial identity refers to how one perceives oneself within one’s racial group, the
term 'whiteness' is used to refer to a broader systemic and ideological level of dominance
that maintains benefits for white people in this country (McIntyre, 1997). By cultural
identity, I refer to the participants' perceptions of their own cultural group membership,
which informs their social values, cognitive codes, behavioral standards, worldviews, and
beliefs (Spindler, 1990).
Influences on a teacher's racial identity would be illustrated by the participants'
expressing not only an awareness of being white, but also an awareness that their racial
membership carries certain advantages. Some of these advantages may be expressed by
references such as, shopping in a department store without being followed, having their
children receive curriculum materials that represent their race, and having their financial
reliability unquestioned when using checks, credit cards, or cash (McIntosh, 1988).
Influences on participants' cultural identity would be illustrated by references such as,
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heightened awareness of personal heritage, recognition of American ideologies
(individualism, competitiveness, independence), or rethinking generalizations or
stereotypes about other cultures.
While the previous section focused on the minimization of racial comments to
ESOL students, this section focuses on how participants downplayed influences of their
diverse teaching contexts on their own racial identity. This theme is based on participants'
responses to interview questions that revealed an influence on cultural identity, but not
racial identity. Minimizing the impact of racial comments as well as minimizing the
influence of racial contexts allows teachers to downplay aspects of race and racial
privilege, which further signifies how racial identity remains an unnoticed, unperceived
aspect of these teachers' sense of their own and their students’ identities.
Beth, who provides ESOL services to students throughout her district, dismisses
the influence of her diverse teaching context on her racial and cultural identity, but
admits that she has become more aware of difference and alternative ways of doing
things since she started teaching ESOL. When asked whether she feels this influence, she
states,
...well, I think not real strongly except that... to just be more aware of the
differences [among my students] and to realize that there are other ways of doing
things...there isn't necessarily one better way than another, they're just
different... it just makes me think about my own cultural identity and appreciate
some things about it, but also realize that there are some other ways of doing
things (inter 1, Q16).
Though Beth claims that neither her racial nor cultural identity are influenced by her
teaching context, she realizes that she does think more about her own cultural identity
because she teaches in a diverse setting with ESOL students. She makes no mention,
however, of greater awareness about her racial identity or whiteness. Minimizing the
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importance of racial identity is one aspect of white privilege and "white talk" which is
notable in discourse that insulates white people from examining their individual and
collective identity (McIntyre, 1997).
Carly acknowledges that she is having a hard time understanding cultural identity
because her predominantly white background and white experiences do not seem to have
cultural connotations. She states,
.. .by being in an environment that has forced me to even look at the [race] issue,
I've become aware of...how my culture and experience has led me to form illconceived conclusions ...I'm not 100% Sure of all this cultural identity...Because
its .. .on the one hand all the various things that made up my upbringing and my
continued existence, but on the other hand it almost appears almost
as...vernacular that I'm not fully understanding...part of my difficulty, I think, is
because I've lived in what I've considered to...be an aberration. I mean, white on
white on white on white has been my existence for the most part. And I do think
that's an aberration. It comes up all the time in the classrooms here—these kids
think their reality is the only reality (interl, Q16).
Carly believes that the rethinking she has done as a result of her ESOL teaching context
has caused her to become aware of the "ill-conceived conclusions" she had previously
made about aspects of race. In addition, having lived in situations where the population
has been overwhelmingly white, “an aberration,” understanding the racial and cultural
aspects of being white proves difficult not only for her but also the students at her school
where “their reality is the only reality.”
Michael Apple (1979) maintains that understanding the “concept of hegemony”
illustrates how power is constructed within society through the organization of dominant
systems of meanings, values and actions that are lived out in daily life. This notion of
hegemony acts upon individuals in society in ways that saturate their consciousness, so
that the educational, economic and social world become the only world (McLaren, 1995;
Robbins, 1999). For Carly, teaching in a diverse setting has made her aware of issues of
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race; however, she is not sure of how her cultural identity comes into play. The influence
of the dominant culture in determining the knowledge structures instituted in schools
works to maintain a level of unawareness by limiting the directions that critical inquiry
can take. Such limitations contribute to relations of domination when schools reinforce
knowledge forms and ideologies that are unquestioningly passed off as the only
conception of the good (McCarthy, 2000). In addition, inquiry that challenges or
problematizes accepted ideologies is not taken up, which could account for one reason
why Carly was having difficulty understanding what white culture meant.
The urban teachers readily acknowledge the influence of their teaching context on
their cultural identity. Maureen believes that teaching a diverse population has caused her
to think more about her cultural identity and the importance of validating her students'
cultures, as well as their languages. However, when asked whether her teaching context
influences her racial identity, Maureen replied,
No, I don't think so. I really don't think so. But, what it influences is my feeling of
who I am because I just love to tell people that I'm an ESOL teacher (laugh). So,
you know that's not who I am culturally, but now that is who I am ...(interl, Q16).
She doesn't feel that her racial identity comes into play in her newfound cultural
awareness. Race, for Maureen, isn't associated with "who" she is, nor does her racially
diverse teaching context influence her own racial identity. As with most white
people, Maureen and the other teachers in this study do not consider themselves members
of a racial group (Helms, 1993; Katz, 1978; Wellman, 1993). Not seeing 'white' as a race
results from being in a position where other races and cultures are held up to the standard
of whiteness (McIntosh, 1992; Rothenberg, 2002). If white teachers minimize their own
racial identity, they could view racial membership as insignificant and thus, not recognize
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the role that race plays in the perspectives of ESOL students of color and the alternative
knowledge systems that may inform these perspectives.
Bridget and Hannah, the other two urban teachers, agree with Maureen
acknowledging that their diverse classroom has provided an expanded cultural awareness
however, as with Maureen, this expansion hasn't raised their awareness of what it means
to be white. When asked whether her teaching context influenced her racial and cultural
identity, Hannah said,
Absolutely...being exposed to this many kids from this many different cultures,
taking it upon myself to try to learn a bit about them an d .. .being made aware of
the kinds of generalizations or assumptions that you m ake.. .and I think every
time that happens...m y own personal culture is affected (interl, Q16).
She readily acknowledges the influence of her teaching context and believes that her own
"personal culture" is affected whenever she is made aware of "generalizations or
assumptions" about her students, as well as when she learns about other cultures. This
rethinking, however, is culturally rather than racially based; it does not cause Hannah to
question her whiteness or press her to think about what it means to be white in a
classroom with racially diverse students.
In contrast, Allie denies that her teaching context had any influence on her
identity. She said,
.. .it doesn't affect my racial or cultural identity except that I learn about other
cultures, I learn about other kids. It might change certain prejudices that I might
have had, and we all have them, even when we think we don't (laugh)., .(interl,
Q16).
Allie's ability to change "certain prejudices" requires her to reconsider her beliefs about
difference. Goldberg states that the concept of difference is, "born out by the synonym
racial differentiation... [where]... Difference and identity inhere in the concept of race,
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furnishing whatever grounds can be claimed for racial classification (Goldberg, 1993, p.
51)." The concepts and categories in which racism is actually expressed and
comprehended are generated by underlying factors in discourse that are manifested in
power relations vested in and between historically located subjects (Goldberg, 1993).
One consequence of categorizing the ways in which race is articulated has resulted in the
establishment of a hierarchy of humankind where racial classification implies that certain
races are superior to others (Goldberg, 1993). This historically determined racial ordering
influences the ways that people living in an American context perceive racial identity
because they are socialized to think of difference in relation to the events that have
shaped how difference is considered and expressed. In downplaying the influence of
their diverse teaching context on their own white racial identity, the participants adhere to
the context wherein they were socialized.
In this subsection, I have highlighted how the study participants talk about the
impact that their teaching contexts have on their own racial and cultural identity. Despite
acknowledging an influence on their cultural identity, they universally dismiss the notion
that their teaching context has an impact on their racial identity. This dismissal follows a
tendency of the previous theme to minimize aspects regarding race and racial identity. It
is also reflective of socially constructed notions of racial identity and aspects of white
privilege that include discourse that avoids and insulates white people from examining
their individual and collective racial identity as well as not seeing white as a race. An
analysis of discourse on white racial identity is discussed in more detail in the following
subsection.
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W hite discourse: Avoidance an d negativity
In this subsection, I focus more specifically on how participants talk about their
white racial identity. By examining discourse on whiteness, another dimension of the
participants' conceptualizations of race is revealed that can help us better understand how
whiteness factors into and influences these teachers’ teaching. This discussion of the
participants' perceptions of white racial identity builds upon the previous two sections to
describe how these teachers address, emphasize, or overlook issues of whiteness.
One aspect of white privilege is the difficulty dominant members have in
addressing their racial advantage (Jensen, 2002; Wildman & Davis, 2002). When the
participants did address racial advantage, however, white discourse on race involved talk
that served to distract the participants from examining their individual and collective
white identities. This played out in three different ways: 1) in shifting focus from white
racial identity to other identity factors, 2) in referencing racial positionality, in effect,
social standing based on racial membership, and 3) in speaking negatively about being
white and/or distancing oneself from their European heritage. Although the participants
didn’t all use the same strategy or combination of strategies, they all used at least one,
which indicates that discourse on white identity is a topic not easily taken up.
1) Shifting focus - When responding to an interview question regarding racial and
cultural identity, both Allie and Beth shifted their focus to another topic. Beth focused on
the various ways that culture plays out in her life. She stated that it was apparent,
...probably in a lot of w ays... culturally, I mean, wouldn't also being a woman be
part of the culture? I feel part of that cultural group or identity.. .1 also have a
religious cultural aspect, so ...l don't know, I've never thought about it that way
before...I guess, the music I listen to...the radio stations I listen to...Public Radio,
classical m usic.. .my cultural value of being fit, so exercise and yoga.. .the food
we eat... clothes that I wear m aybe.. .(interl, Q8).
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While Beth touched upon several aspects of culture in her daily life, Allie referred to
issues of language learning. Allie states,
...teaching E S L I think about [racial and cultural identity] all the time because I
remember what it was like to learn another language, so .... in that sense I'm
always thinking about, you know, how would someone who doesn't know this
language interpret some of these words. I'm not always 100% successful, but I try
to—otherwise, I don't think that I think about [racial and cultural identity] very
much (interl, Q8).
Allie doesn't mention her racial and cultural identity in her everyday life, but addresses
the language learning aspect when she teaches ESOL. As a nonnative speaker, Allie has
more awareness of the difficulties her students' face with the language learning process
despite having lived in the U.S. for over 35 years, identifying as a white American with
Cuban heritage, and being completely fluent with barely a trace of accent.
Although they avoid speaking about their race, Beth and Allie are mindful of
using culturally focused materials for tutoring sessions when they can, however, they are
not always available, so they bring in their own more diverse books when possible. Allie
speaks of race not in terms of her own white race, but in terms of her students' race,
which was evident in an exchange we had after one of our interviews. She said that when
she asked her third grade student, [Jonathan] about the little brother his family was soon
to adopt, the first thing he said was, "He has brown skin like me." Allie was "very
shocked" and took this as a sign that he "actually did notice" the skin color o f the
characters in the books she occasionally used with him. She also mentioned that once
when she was reading a book with some of her African students, they immediately
noticed the skin color of the characters. They said, "Oh, [Miss A.], they have brown skin,
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oh good!" Despite these indications that their students notice aspects of race quite readily,
these teachers are more aware of aspects of culture.
2)

R eferencing racial positionality - Referencing racial positionality played out

in allusions to the social standing of Blacks and whites in terms of slavery and
socioeconomic class. Carly exemplifies this by addressing her racial identity in reference
to the presence of Africans in her life, which has made her more aware of being white.
She states,
...it took the reflector or mirror of a black African teenager for me to even reflect
on [my white racial identity] because there's just very few environments
w here.. .that mirror exists given my residence, (laugh).. .that international
reflecting mirror revolving around race rather than culture...and I did not realize
to what a huge extent the African slaves and their descendants played on the
population demographics of the early United States (laugh). HUGE percentage of
this country were slaves or descendants of slaves—HUGE!...So, its...resonates
particularly, when you see all these...really terrific young kids that are from
Africa who could have been slaves (laugh) had they, you know .. .the fact that this
country is built...on stolen land and slave labor...never really hit me to such an
extent until just recently. And, that's from wandering through a variety of history
courses with my kids and having people from Africa in my life (interl, Q8).
Carly is shocked by the vast number of people who were slaves and then makes the
connection to her African students "who could have been slaves." She thinks about and
defines her whiteness in relationship to her African students and America's history of
slavery.
As with Carly, Bridget addresses her racial identity by referring to the social
standing of whites, yet she does so by focusing on socioeconomic class rather than racial
hierarchy. She states,
I never really had thought about [racial and cultural identity] growing up until I
started working in [Milltown], especially with ESL, then I did obviously, you just
see the background you're from ... not just ESL...the schools I'd been working in
because they were low income, tough areas.. .1 don't think I stood out to the
children, in my mind I stood out just coming from a completely different
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background, you know, I had a really great home life. I always had the comforts I
needed, so in that respect I felt, you know, being white and having like a really
great experience.. .you feel different in that regard. I feel less of that now that I'm
used to working with the children (interl, Q8).
Teaching ESOL in a "low income, tough area" makes her more mindful of her own racial
identity. In her own way, she acknowledges her racial advantage in the connection she
makes between race and economic class, "being white and having...a really great
experience."
3) Speaking negatively about whiteness - This theme was evident in negative
discourse about whiteness and in efforts to distance oneself from their white heritage.
This distancing was apparent when Hannah described her racial and cultural background,
.. .I'm about a s .. .Anglo-American as you can get. I often laugh because I feel like
I don't have much to be proud of in my heritage because it goes back to the
English and the German, which is like the major oppressors in the world
(laugh)...m y family goes back a long time in Am erica...mostly English,
Mayflower that whole thing, so I would have to say.. .I'm not very proud of
saying that of my English (laugh) heritage.. .if I was to get really specific about
my cultural identity it would be more in terms of being a teacher, mother, and
identifying with groups of people who would identify with that (interl, Q8).
Hannah shuns her white heritage and race then shifts her focus to groups that she
identifies with, in an attempt to distance herself from the "major oppressors in the world."
Her cultural identity as a teacher and mother replace any connection she may feel to an
ethnic group.
Maureen similarly distances herself from Euro-American heritage, but does so by
embracing her Italian culture. She states,
...when I tell [my students] that my grandparents were from Italy, I become a
much m ore.. .1 don't know, they can relate to me better. I suddenly become less of
a white American to them and I become a part of their w orld.. .1 had kids say to
me—tell me that that made a difference in the way they felt about m e...They just
look at me more like... well if that happened in my family too, you know my
parents or my family hasn’t been here since the Mayflower, I have a heritage I can
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go back and find people overseas...It just makes them feel a little bit more
connected to me than just being this person who has always been a white
American (interl, Q8).
Maureen feels that her students share a sense of connection with her based on their
migration to a new country. Her family hasn't been here since the Mayflower, so she has
a country in which she can trace her heritage. By not "just being this person who has
always been a white American," a stronger connection is possible. Katz and Ivey note
that "when faced with the question of their racial identification, Whites merely deny that
they are W hite.. .Ask a White person what he or she is racially and you may get the
answer 'Italian,' 'English,' 'Catholic,' or 'Jewish.' White people do not see themselves as
White (1977, p. 486)." By emphasizing her cultural background, Maureen distances
herself from her white racial identity.
In my examination of racial and cultural identity, there were no examples of
positive associations related to being white. Helms states,
Because White racism in the United States seems to have developed as a means of
justifying the enslavement of Black Americans during the slavery eras of the
1700s and 1800s.. .most Whites may have no consistent conception of a positive
White identity or consciousness. As a consequence, Whites may feel threatened
by the actual or presupposed presence of racial consciousness in non-White racial
groups (1993, pp. 49-50).
Given that white racial identity is inextricably tied to the social, political, and historical
context of America (Ellison, 1970; Morrison, 1992), negative connotations of whiteness
along with the discomfort of developing a "racial consciousness" could account for the
reasons why these participants' avoid addressing their racial identity or speak of it in
terms that reference the historical context of Black positionality in America.
Throughout this section, I have discussed three themes that were revealed in the
examination of participants’ discourse on race. These themes include: the minimization
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of the impact of racial comments toward ESOL students, the minimization of teaching
context on teacher racial identity, and avoidance and negativity in discourse on white
racial identity. The purpose of this section has been to illustrate how participants
conceptualize and articulate their notions of race in general and white racial identity in
particular in order to understand how these conceptions connect to the racially influenced
teaching practices examined in the next section.
Section H: W hite racial identity in the ESO L classroom
In this section, I look at the ways in which the themes about racial identity in the
previous sections tie to classroom practice by examining how issues of race were
minimized and aspects of white privilege played out in classroom observations. I also
discuss how the participants’ teaching styles were reflective of dominant culture practices
in the ways that they set up their classroom and how they conducted their classes. I
conclude this section with a "Teacher Reaction Table” (Appendix F) that compares how
the participants reacted to the identity factors of race, religion, and gender when they
arose in their classrooms. This comparison highlights the differential treatment that was
apparent when issues of race were involved.
One example of the minimization of racial identity occurred during a lesson in
Maureen's reading class. The class had just finished reading a short article and Maureen
began asking questions about two separate American wedding pictures that were
illustrated below it. In the pictures, one couple was sitting side-by-side in wedding attire
from the 1920's and the other was in a similar pose, but in more casual dress from the
1980's. The point of the lesson was to develop reading comprehension skills, in this case,
by learning about traditional and modem American wedding customs. When Maureen
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asked her first question about what the students noticed in the two photos, one Black
student from Rwanda immediately responded with "A man who is white." Maureen's
response came slowly, "OOOOkkkaayyyy," in a tone that indicated this was not the
answer she was expecting or thought relevant. After a few more questions to refocus the
students on the book's distinction between formal and informal, Maureen asked, "But, the
groom over here [the 1980's couple] looks, what?" A student said, "Poor." Maureen
replied, "Poor? You think he looks poor? (laughter) O.K., well, that's—that's, if you think
that that's fine." As they compared the bride's dresses, the students commented back and
forth making a case for whether and why one was rich and the other poor, much more
interested in discerning this distinction than the formal or informal one.
Being white goes unnoticed for Maureen as it is the norm in the city and school
where she teaches, yet race is the first aspect that the African student noticed. When she
tried to redirect the students' attention, they focused on socioeconomic status, still not the
issue Maureen was trying to get them to explore. The topics of race and class were not
taken up or given consideration, which in turn limited the direction student inquiry could
take, excluding their attempts to further understand social status in an American context.
Michael Apple (1979) refers to such pedagogical limitations as selective tradition. Under
this concept, schools determine the extent to which critical inquiry can take place by
selecting events or topics deemed most important or noteworthy, so that the point of view
advanced is often that of the most powerful group (Aronowitz & Giroux, 1991;
McCarthy, 1990). In this situation, Maureen did not seem to register the importance of
the racial aspect of the couples in the wedding pictures because they were all white.
While schools determine the direction that inquiry can take in curricular choices,
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Maureen determined what topics were taken up in classroom discussions with ESOL
students of color. By not recognizing the role that race plays in identity construction,
Maureen could translate the student's response regarding the man's whiteness as not
understanding the focus of the reading passage, which to her was about differences in
dress and formality not race or socioeconomic status. Passing over issues such as race
and class sends subtle messages to students about what is appropriate to discuss and what
is not in ways that solidify whiteness as the standard and make the referencing of race
taboo.
Bridget also illustrated how race can be overlooked and dismissed in classroom
discussion while she was reading a book on beach habitats. This book, A Day at the
Beach, with its nicely illustrated color pencil drawings included a diverse mix of people
and families with various shades of skin and hair color enjoying the beach. As she read,
she asked her students questions about the distinguishing features of shells and sea
animals in the pictures. She asked detailed questions about their color, shape, length, and
size as a way to teach new vocabulary and get students to focus on differentiating
characteristics. For example, she asks,
. . .[this sea animal is] the same shape isn't it? But, this is not a shell, right? But it
looks the sam e.. .Look at the picture, look at this one carefully and then this one.
Are they the same?
In this excerpt, Bridget is trying to get her students to understand the concept of
similarities and differences between sea animals and shells. However, when she asked
about the people in the pictures, her questions were fewer and less specific, asking about
the number of people, not their physical characteristics. For example, Bridget asks,
"What do you see on the cover? Do you see something [Marina]?" [Marina] pointed to
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the people and Bridget replied, "The people, yeah. Are there just some or are there
many?" While she may have been focusing on the distinction between "some" and
"many", she did not ask about marine life in this truncated way. The people in the
pictures are not examined in such detail and the focus shifts from similarities and
differences of the shells and sea animals to quantities of "some" or "many" for the people.
Not addressing the physical characteristics of the people in this beach book similarly
limits the direction and focus of classroom inquiry reinforcing subtle messages of what is
important to notice and what is not (See Appendix F).
In both urban and rural settings, issues of race were downplayed, dismissed, or
obscured by something else in the participants' curriculum focus. In Beth, Allie, and
Carly's rural setting, tutor sessions followed mainstream texts so that the participants had
little or no input on the selection of materials. This lack of input complicates any desire
they may have had to incorporate curriculum materials that reflect their ESOL students
race or culture. Beth's sessions with Van, an ESOL high school student, concentrated on
understanding the social studies text, incorporating grammar instruction and vocabulary
building in the context of mainstream coursework. Similarly, Allie and Carly followed
mainstream teacher content by doing activities in their tutor sessions or supporting
students in ways that reinforced what was being taught in the classroom. In Carly's last
period class, the only period in the day when she determined the curriculum, her focus
remained primarily on language skills, preparation for the TOEFL exam, and writing
college applications. Carly explained,
I don't do a great deal of selection of materials. I have to plug into what
mainstream teachers are providing and when I do have total control over what's
presented to the class we're really in the world of foreign language instruction...
the culture I do tend to bring in .. .is the culture of the performing arts.. .in my
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foreign language instruction period., .that's often driven by what the kids need and
want and I just try to accumulate as much materials as I can to choose from, but
there's no cultural selection really going on (inter2, Q6).
Mirroring what is taught in mainstream classrooms is necessary for students to continue
alongside their peers, but it is problematic for ESOL students, as racial and cultural
minorities in overwhelmingly white environments, not to address issues of race which
could help develop or validate their own racial identity (Canagarajah, 1999; Kubota,
2001). Supporting ESOL students of color in this psychological aspect of identity
development makes it necessary for ESOL teachers to have the background and
understanding with which to address such issues, although the importance of fostering
identity development is diminished by the competing need to focus on skill building in
order to catch their ESOL students up to mainstream peers.
In the urban setting, Hannah and Maureen followed the established curriculum in
their school's ESOL program. These content area courses were skill-based and these
teachers addressed issues of culture as they arose in the texts, but not race. One dilemma
they face is time constraints that limit discussions of issues that are seen to be outside of
their regular content courses, such as culture. For Hannah, these time constraints are due
to short class periods and disciplinary obstacles that she faces in her classes. She said,
I think 45 minutes is very hard, especially when we go back to the behavior
question. A lot of time is wasted because of my management, their behavior and
the kinds of things that go on in that respect, time is wasted. In some classes its so
much worse than others...there's always one class that's the worse, you know
(laughs). And this year I've realized that I've spent the whole class...basically
managing, disciplining the entire class and I'm like "what did we do? Read a
paragraph today?" And the bell rings, you know? (inter3, Q13)
For Bridget, time constraints play out in the short group tutoring sessions she conducts,
which limit the time she can spend addressing cultural issues. She said,
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...because I do pull-out, I only have such a short time. So, with the small groups
its more o f... doing a lot of animal stuff, we're into habitats because it lends itself
to so many things, you know, plants and animals and food, people, just trying to
get them speaking and vocabulary up. Last y ear.. .my first year, it was crazy, but
we were doing a little bit on countries...and cultures would find they're way into
it. We'd talk about.. .customs. ..but that was hard.. .Ideally, I'd like to go back
and...do a piece on each country that they're from ...to show its important, to
show what they do, where they're coming from. I think that would take a long
time to get to that point. (inter2, Q9)
Trying to fit cultural aspects into the curriculum is perceived by Bridget as being
peripheral in that it doesn't "lend itself" to expanding speaking and vocabulary skills as
easily as animal habitats. Faced with the time constraints expressed above, many of these
teachers felt their students needed to "catch up" with mainstream peers. The sense of
having to cover significant amounts of material left no time for deviation from set
classroom syllabi. Beth said,
I think that ESOL students have to catch up like they have to do one and a half
times the work that the other students are doing because they have to catch
up...the use of time is really important. Sometimes I'm very slow in a sense
working with them, but I'm always aware that it's important to be on target and to
try and maximize. Its almost like accelerating their learning so they can catch
up...(interl, Q12).
For both urban and rural teachers, focusing on issues of culture when they came up in
lessons was perceived as being peripheral to content area learning, and issues of race
were not a part of these cultural discussions. These teachers, as members of the dominant
white majority, do not consider their beliefs, attitudes, and actions to be determined by
cultural conditioning or the influences of group membership (Howard, 1999). When little
or no importance is placed on racial or cultural identity and primary importance is given
to language skills, the ESOL teacher runs the risk of overlooking how student
perspectives may be influenced by racial membership.
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Cultural influences in teaching
In this subsection, I analyze how teaching style and classroom arrangements are
influenced by teacher racial and/or cultural identity. These culturally nuanced ways of
teaching are important for ESOL teachers to know about because they could provide
insight and awareness into why a student isn’t participating or doesn’t understand the
purpose of interactive group work. Being aware of culturally determined ways of
teaching could assist teachers in being more mindful of their practices in order to explain
classroom procedures, rather than assume that ESOL students are familiar with such
formats.
"All teaching materials carry cultural and ideological m essages... Every thing we
use in class is laden with meanings from outside and interpretations from inside. And
these meanings and interpretations occur amid the complex cultural politics of the
classroom (Pennycook, 1998, p. 129)." Pennycook (1998) maintains that once teachers
become aware of the cultural politics, in effect, the recognition that what goes on in class
is representative of broader concerns, they will begin to notice how social and cultural
factors drive the assumptions they make about how to teach. These assumptions are what
Pennycook refers to as "cultural preferences," which include assumptions about: the use
of group or pairwork, motivation through self-interest, memorization as an outdated
learning strategy, oral communication as the goal and means of instruction, an informal
atmosphere as most conducive to language learning, learning activities as fun, and the use
of games as an appropriate way to teach and learn (Pennycook, 1998, p. 129).
These culturally laden approaches to teaching English language learners were
used by all the participants and often occurred simultaneously. For example, Bridget
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arranged her students in a semi-circle on the floor to do interactive group work that
focused on motivating students with activities that center around self-interest. She asks
questions such as "What color do you have on?" and "Whoever has blue on can line up."
These types of questions are an approach to teaching that emphasizes the individual and
rewards them for personal achievements, as opposed to an approach that focuses on not
bringing attention to the individual student apart from the collective group. Bridget also
uses oral communication as the goal of instruction with fun learning activities such as
games and songs. She works hard at creating a friendly, enthusiastic, and happy setting
using a warm tone of voice and polite words to encourage individual participation.
Another cultural factor that played into the participants' assumptions about
teaching was evident in the use of group or pair work in both Hannah and Beth's setting.
While Beth's rural high school ESOL population wasn't large enough for students to work
in pairs, the student she tutored complained about the group work she did in her other
classes saying that "Guys can get away with being lazy in group work (obs4)." It was
frustrating for this student because she ended up doing all the work and if the people in
the group didn't do good work, it would reflect on her grade. Beth didn't question this
style of teaching and defended group work as a valuable way to motivate students to
collaborate and learn together. Hannah also paired her urban middle school students to
work together in class on content subjects such as language arts and math.
The other cultural factors such as self-interest as a significant element to
motivation, and oral communication as a goal and means of instruction, influenced some
of the participants' approaches to teaching. Allie's tutoring room illustrates the prominent
place that self-interest has in her teaching where posters with student names and
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individual reading achievements are recorded. Allie, Beth, Bridget, and Carly focused on
oral communication in general and constant questioning in particular as a technique for
students to practice using the language and to express their ideas and thoughts. For
example, Carly's daily sessions with four ESOL seniors focused on language learning
topics determined by the students' assessment of what they needed to improve along with
a role in teaching part of the lesson. Carly had the additional belief that practicing
speaking skills would help students feel like they were a part of the "social scene" of the
high school.
In this section, I looked at the ways teacher racial identity tied to classroom
practice by examining how issues of race were minimized and aspects of white discourse
played out in classroom observations. I also discussed how the participants’ teaching
styles were reflective of dominant cultural practices in the ways that they set up their
classrooms and conducted their lessons. The purpose of this section has been to reflect
my observations and describe teaching practices regarding race as a way to frame the
next section, which examines issues of marginalization.
Section III: M arginalization of ESOL in the school com m unity
This section examines the status of the ESOL teacher participants, their students,
and their ESOL programs within the broader context of their school community. In it, I
discuss the themes that emerged regarding the marginalization of these teachers and their
programs. The purpose of this section is to describe the participants' perceptions of how
they, as ESOL teachers, and their programs were received by mainstream colleagues and
administrative staff. This section is important because it highlights the obstacles that the
teacher participants encountered when trying to perform their jobs as ESOL teachers.
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Marginalization of ESOL teachers and their programs
This section examines the marginalization that the teacher participants
experienced and felt within their ESOL programs. While all of the participants
acknowledged support from at least some mainstream teachers and members of the
administrative staff, five of the six participants expressed feelings of not being supported
in their positions as ESOL teachers or in their ESOL programs within their schools.
Hannah said,
...I don't really feel like I'm a part of the culture of this school; I feel separate the
way a lot of the ESL students feel and I feel separate for being an ESL teacher the
way that its sometimes looked upon or...treated, you feel a little bit shoved aside
or w hatever.. .it kind of gives you.. .a solidarity feeling with other ESL teachers
(inter 1, Q8).
Allie echoes Hannah's feelings of being "separate for being an ESL teacher:"
The teachers don't ever want their kid pulled out because, w ell... they're having
phys. ed. then or they're having art or music or maybe they're doing the reading or
maybe they're having math and you feel like O.K. well, where do I come in?
...So, its like you're at the bottom, everybody else comes first, special ed.,
reading, whatever (interl, Q15).
Being "at the bottom" makes Allie feel that her role as an ESOL teacher has peripheral
importance in her school community. Carly similarly feels the separation of her ESOL
program within her high school, but she is the only one who refers to it as “remedial.”
...the remedial thing is what blows me away that whole remedial thing that gets
dropped on [ESL]... I have a lot of frustrations with it, the conception of ESL in
most districts... it's ill-conceived and barely addressed given the pressing needs
and now with No Child Left Behind .. .the needs of ESL students are farthest
away from the administration's attention...(interl, Q15).
Treated as a remedial program by the administration, Carly struggles with trying to
redefine conceptions of ESOL and to distinguish, for the administration, the difference
between ESOL and special education. She said,
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I think I've convinced the administration that [ESOL students] are a population to
be valued, they were highly represented at the awards ceremony today, and I think
I've convinced the principal not to place us in special education and that we
should be an entity unto ourselves. I've been working very hard to get ESL into a
language acquisition perception rather than they have a problem speaking the
language (laughs). A nd...in many ways they have the most challenging academic
assignment to be studying chemistry in a second language as an adolescent in
transition, I think is more challenging than anybody in the school (inter3, Q6).
For Carly, having to "convince the principal" that ESOL is not like special education puts
her in the position of having to validate her program so that it is not stigmatized as
remedial and separated from the mainstream student population.
Spivak (1993) maintains that when cultural identity is assigned by dominant
culture, an identifiable margin emerges where claims for marginality are ensured because
of their validation by dominant culture members (Spivak, 1993). These assigned
designations negotiate identification through separation (Spivak, 1993). For Hannah and
Allie, they feel separate as ESOL teachers in a way that makes them feel “at the bottom”
or “shoved aside” within their schools. However, Carly experiences marginalization in
having to advocate for her ESOL students and the ESOL program in an effort to shed the
social stigma and lowered status that her school’s principal has assigned to it.
Hannah also struggles with trying to convey the differential needs of ESOL
students to school administration. She described her frustration with the way the principal
regards the ESOL program.
...w e get things where the principal will institute a policy like we have to sit
down and have a meeting with the team, you tell [the principal], then we meet
with the team, and then we do this and then we do that before we mainstream.
Next time I go to mainstream I say, "Hey, are we supposed to—this is what I want
to do with this student, can we?" And he's like, "Ahhh, whatever, just go talk to . .and blows it off, so what am I supposed to do with that? .. .there is no plan,
(laugh) or mission statement, or anything of the sort (interl, Q13).
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Without a consistent plan that is followed through by the principal, Hannah receives
mixed messages about how the administration considers ESOL, which could contribute to
her not feeling "a part of the culture of" her school. Not only is the ESOL program
marginalized within her school, but also the ESOL students "notice the discrimination,"
which is one of the most challenging or troubling aspects that Hannah identifies for
students to adjust to and navigate American culture. "Feeling isolated" and being "treated
differently than the rest of the school" is one reason why [Miguel] asks Hannah "why
does this teacher [treat us this way], [is it] because we're ESL students?" About this
differential treatment, she said,
I would say that [discrimination is] one of the biggest things [ESOL students
notice]. And I think they see it in the schools.. .1 don't hear them complaining very
often about being anywhere else and finding that...but they know [discrimination
at this school] and it would be from when they're out, like maybe in [mainstream]
classes they might feel it, or like the whole getting turned away from
classes...And them knowing that there's sometimes conflicts about
mainstreaming...So, I would say that the discrimination within the school system
[is the biggest difficulty]... (inter2, Q5).
Hannah acknowledges that some of the mainstream teachers are very good about
incorporating new ESOL students into their classes and modifying materials for their
level, yet others are unwilling to make such accommodations.
Hannah stated that the ESOL students in her school encounter discrimination
from their mainstream peers when they attend mainstream classes. In order to see how
ESOL students encounter such discrimination, I observed one of their mainstream
classes. When I observed four of Hannah's ESOL students in their Home Economics
class, the following incident strongly supported her statement. As each cooking group of
4 to 5 students separated into their kitchen stations, a white mainstream boy leaned over
the counter toward the adjacent cooking group and said to an African ESOL boy,
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Hey black boy.. .you black b oy.. .I'm gonna whup your black a ss.. .You gonna go
to jail and drop the soap and when you pick it up then... [unintelligible].
While the two ESOL students may not have been able to understand what the white boy
said because of their low language proficiency, they may have felt the derogatory intent
of the remark. The other students in both groups, hovering closely together around large
mixing bowls, could undoubtedly hear what was said, but didn't respond. The teacher,
however, who was helping the other two cooking groups, didn't hear the remark. This
incident made it strikingly clear how mainstream classes could be the places that ESOL
students "feel" discrimination, and in this case, the African students were the target
because of their skin color.
Another aspect that contributes to these teachers' feelings of marginalization is the
physical location of their classrooms or tutoring spaces. All of the classrooms were
located on the periphery of the main school building and the permanent tutoring spaces,
when available, were in rooms not intended for teaching. Hannah's classroom was at the
end of a long corridor in the back corner of the school building. Maureen's modular
classroom was outside of the main building. Both of Bridget's rooms were converted
spaces intended for purposes other than teaching, first the time-out room and then the
room off the teacher/staff lunchroom with two refrigerators. Beth's permanent space was
the designated "equipment storage room" that held unused and outdated equipment.
Allie's one permanent tutoring space was in a corridor between the nurse's room and an
equipment storage room. Only Carly had a room that was bright with windows, plants
and enough space to make it feel inviting. Her space, however, was temporary while the
main school building was under construction, after which she would be relocated to
another room.
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The participants recognize that the physical locations of their classrooms are
marginal. Bridget relates her experiences teaching in the kindergarten building's
designated "time-out ro o m ," a small, windowless space where nothing could be put on
the walls. She said,
I rem em ber...if someone came in it would be like 'we have to pack up everything
and go' and.. .what kind of lesson is that w hen.. .you had to run to another room?
And they were so young and their English is limited so we're trying to explain
why we have to ...leave the room and sit in here instead (inter3, Q10).
In Bridget's case, the physical space interfered with her ability to conduct a lesson and
provide academic continuity. Being forced to "run to another room" was both unsettling
for the students as well as disruptive to Bridget's teaching.
Beth and Allie, rural teachers who travel to at least three different schools a week,
feel the disruption of not having a permanent space in each school to conduct their ESOL
lessons. After acknowledging how nice it is to have a permanent space in one school,
Allie describes the difficulty of not having such a space in the other schools.
.. .There are other schools where I think I'm at the bottom of the ladder, you
know. Its like there's no place to work, it's maybe out in the hallway, or you try to
find the library, or ...when you think you have a place to work something may
come in the way and they shoo you out or whatever (interl, Q15).
Working in public spaces compromises the quality of instruction due to interruptions that
require these teachers to pack up their materials in the middle of a lesson and vacate the
common school space where they are relegated to work. Along with the compromise in
their personal ability to conduct a good lesson, they feel that the school administration
isn't fully supporting their position or the ESOL program.
In this section, I examined the ways that the participants felt marginalized.
According to the data, they experienced this marginalization 1) as ESOL teachers, 2) in
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their ESOL programs, and 3) in the classroom spaces allocated to ESOL. In addition, the
themes included in this section described the difficulty that the participants encountered
in scheduling time to meet with their ESOL students and in convincing school
administration that ESOL was not a remedial program similar to special education. This
section contributed to the overall chapter by highlighting the obstacles the teacher
participants encountered when trying to carry out their responsibilities as ESOL teachers.

Conclusion
In this chapter, I analyzed how the participants discussed issues of race and
culture as they pertained to their personal identity and ESOL teaching. The first section
"Notions of race and racial identity," addressed three themes. The first was the
minimization of the impact of racial comments made to ESOL students, which occurred
in both urban and rural settings. The second theme, the minimization of the influence of
teaching context on teacher racial identity, revealed that the participants universally
dismissed any impact on their racial identity, but did acknowledge an influence on their
cultural identity. This dismissal shares the tendency revealed in the first theme of
minimizing aspects of race, one in the minimization of racial comments and the other in
the downplaying of teaching context to white racial identity. The third theme, avoidance
and negativity in discourse about white racial identity, described how the participants
avoided addressing their racial identity or spoke of it by referencing the historical context
of Black positionality in America.
The second section, "White racial identity in the ESOL classroom," described
how participants' addressed issues of race in their classrooms. In this section, I linked
themes from section one to classroom practice, finding that issues of race were
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minimized when they arose in lessons and that race was not a part o f these lessons, which
primarily focused on developing language skills. In addition, I described how the
participants teaching style and classrooms were culturally nuanced to reflect practices of
the dominant culture. The purpose of this section was to bring the reader into the
classroom setting in order to provide a backdrop for section three, "Marginalization of
ESOL in the school community," which examined the social standing of the participants,
their students, and the ESOL programs in their school communities. By examining what
the participants said about race and culture, along with how they reacted when such
issues arose in their classrooms, I have illustrated the ways in which white racial identity
influenced their teaching and pedagogy. In Chapter Y, I expand upon these themes and
consider the implications of the findings in the sections above.
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CHAPTER V

IMPLICATIONS

"My wish, indeed my continuing passion, would be not to point the finger in judgment
but to part a curtain, that invisible shadow that falls between people, the veil of
indifference to each other's presence, each other's wonder, each other's human plight."
—Eudora Welty, on her work

In the following four sections of this chapter, I address the implications of my
research findings. The first, “Review of inquiry” reviews the purpose of my dissertation
and the questions I sought to answer with my research. The second section, "Implications
of race and marginalization," explores how the participants' feelings of exclusion within
their school settings connect to the ways in which race and white racial identity were
minimized. Identifying this connection aids in better understandings of why issues of race
may not have been addressed with the same urgency as other identity markers, such as
gender or religion. The third section, "White racial discourse and the relationship to
teaching and pedagogy" examines participants’ avoidance and negativity of discourse on
white racial identity and the influence of that avoidance on teaching and pedagogy. The
last section, “An alternative ESOL teacher education knowledge base,” discusses the
elements that I believe are necessary to encourage ESOL teachers to place issues of social
justice, in general, and racial identity, in particular, at the core of their teaching to provide
better understandings of the alternative knowledge structures that inform ESOL students.
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Review of inquiry
In this section, I review the nature of my dissertation inquiry and how my overall
argument progressed throughout each chapter. In Chapter I, “An examination of the role
of white racial identity for new ESOL teachers,” I explained my research question: What
role does white racial identity play in the teaching and pedagogy of new ESOL teachers?
I questioned how white racial identity and cultural positionality influenced teacher
perceptions of diverse groups of English language learners and argued for better
understandings of race and white racial identity to raise awareness of the socially
constructed knowledge systems that disadvantage ESOL students of color.
In Chapter II, "Theoretical framework" I focused on how notions of race in
society and institutions of schooling have contributed to categorizing ESOL students as
"Other." Establishing how ESOL students have been categorized as "Other" allowed for
an analysis of relations of domination and underlying power relationships, which aided in
understanding the social structures that obscure racial inequality and white privilege. This
focus allowed for a connection to be made between institutionally driven knowledge
systems that maintain inequality and the role that teachers have in this system. I also
examined the influence of organizations and fields of research on ESOL policy and
practice in order to determine how culture and teacher identity are addressed in ESOL
education.
In Chapter III, "Research procedures," I argued that a qualitative research
methodology was the most appropriate for this study because it enabled me to analyze
teacher perspectives of racial identity through interviews and observations. I used a
grounded theory method of data analysis that allowed me to connect theory based on
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teacher transcript data to classroom practice. Analyzing teacher dialogue and considering
the factors that predetermine it assisted in better understandings of racialized discourse.
In Chapter IV "Teacher identity: Issues of race and culture in ESOL teaching," I
reported on my analysis of the transcript data from the interviews and observations and
organized the resulting themes into three thematic categories. The first, "Notions of race
and racial identity" included four subsections, one of which examined the components
that study participants identified as part of ESOL education in their urban or rural
context. The other three subsections addressed each of the themes: the minimization of
the impact of racial comments made to ESOL students, the minimization of the influence
of teaching context on teacher racial identity, and the avoidance and negativity in
discourse about white racial identity. The purpose of this section was to describe how the
participants conceptualized and articulated their notions of race in general and whiteness
in particular.
The second section in Chapter IV, "White racial identity in the ESOL classroom,"
looked at the ways in which the themes about racial identity tied to classroom practice. In
this section, I drew from observation transcripts and notes to illustrate how participants'
addressed issues of race when they arose in the classroom. The third section,
"Marginalization of ESOL in the school community," examined the status of the ESOL
teachers, students, and programs within the broader context of school community. I
discussed the physical and social marginalization that these teachers felt within their
schools. Chapter IV contributed to my overall argument by illustrating other reasons why
participants’ were focused on other issues besides race and white racial identity. In
addition, it provided further evidence of the need to prepare ESOL teachers to be able to
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recognize racial inequality and stratification in order to advocate for their ESOL students
and speak on their behalf when issues of discrimination arise.
In this chapter, “Implications” I discuss the relationships among the thematic
categories that emerged in this study. This chapter is divided into sections that develop
and build upon the thematic relationships discussed in Chapter IV. I also propose a new
conception of ESOL teacher education as a way to prepare preservice teachers to enter
their racially, ethnically, and linguistically diverse classrooms with broader awareness of
the ways race and white racial identity obscure the alternative knowledge systems that
inform their ESOL students.
Im plications of race an d m arginalization
In this section, I examine the relationship between the participants’ responses to
race and their marginalization. I consider the ways in which race was minimized and
discourse on white racial identity avoided in relationship to how the participants felt they
were marginalized in their school communities. Analyzing this relationship, I believe,
will help explain why issues of race were dismissed by these teachers.
As evidenced by interview transcript data, participants’ decisions about what
material to use in their classes or tutoring sessions was based on what was available to
them or according to what mainstream teachers were covering. They didn’t indicate that
personal identity factors, such as racial or cultural membership, influenced their decisions
about what to focus on in the material they were given. What were they focusing on
instead of race and culture? What made them minimize issues of race for their students
and avoid talking about their own whiteness?
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The various ways and the extent to which the participants experienced the
marginalization discussed in Chapter IV helps to explain why racial issues didn't seem
significant or influential to the participants' teaching. The ways in which the participants
felt marginalized directly corresponded with what they thought they ought to be doing as
ESOL teachers. As they went about their daily responsibilities, they encountered
obstacles that made it necessary for them to divert their attention and energy in order to
resolve them. I believe that these teachers weren't thinking about their white racial
identity not only because of the aspects of white privilege iterated in Chapters II and IV,
but also because they were occupied with responding to the additional aspects of
marginalization they felt as ESOL teachers, to some extent, on a daily basis.
According to the data, the participants experienced this marginalization 1) by
being ESOL teachers, 2) in their ESOL programs, and 3) in the classroom spaces
allocated to ESOL. In having to justify or validate their positions as ESOL teachers,
participants were acting as cultural mediators to interpret the behavioral or academic
issues that arose between their students and mainstream teachers and administrators. In
this role, participants were called on to account for their students’ behavior or academic
performance. When comments about a students' race arose, they were dismissed or
downplayed because they were not seen as overtly harmful or as "racial slams" (Bridget),
which are often the only actions considered by some whites to be racist (Goldberg, 1993).
When participants acknowledged racial comments, they didn't recognize them as
potentially harmful to students in the same way they would have had it been regarding
another identity issue, such as gender or religion (See Appendix F). As members of the
dominant culture, these teachers have been socialized to downplay anything less than
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overtly harmful when it comes to issues of race (Goldberg, 1993) and their definition of
what is harmful, is suspect. As such, these teachers’ responded to racial issues in ways
that reflect the peripheral role that race has in their own identity construction, unaware of
the centrality that racial identity may have for their students or how it influences their
perceptions of their school environment.
Another aspect of marginalization that I believe was influential in the
participants’ minimization of race and racial identity relates to the teaching spaces
allocated to ESOL. These marginal spaces created obstacles that worked against
participants' efforts to maximize time and instruction with students to help them "catch
up" with mainstream peers and to become more integrated members within their schools.
The need to fill in educational gaps under limited time constraints is intensified when
teachers and students encounter obstacles such as having to move their tutoring sessions
from the library or their class from the school "time out" room to other available spaces.
The immediacy of responding to these daily obstacles made the already peripheral
importance of racial identity seem even further removed from what the participants
thought was relevant to their teaching.
In addition, these teachers were not thinking about issues of race because they
were occupied with responding to aspects of marginalization that directly obstructed their
ability to do what they thought they ought to be doing as ESOL teachers. When compared
with the aspects they defined as essential to ESOL education, a connection between the
two became evident; the ways they felt marginalized corresponded with how they defined
ESOL education. The urban teachers, Maureen, Hannah, and Bridget, thought that their
job responsibilities were to assist their students in developing the academic skills
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necessary to enter mainstream classes. However, in order to do this, they had to contend
with three kinds of marginalization in their schools. First, they felt marginalized in their
role as ESOL teachers, which played out in having to track down teachers to update their
students’ progress as well as negotiate mainstreaming procedures with school
administrators. Second, they experienced this marginalization when collaborating with
mainstream teachers to determine what material to reinforce or what issues to address in
classes or tutoring sessions. Third, Bridget and Hannah had to deal with teaching in
substandard physical spaces, which at times led to interrupted or shortened lessons. The
corresponding relationship that emerged between the ways the participants felt
marginalized and the responsibilities they felt were part of ESOL teaching, created
obstacles that worked to further diminish the significance of race and white racial identity
for these urban teachers.
Similar to the urban teachers, the rural teachers' definitions of ESOL education
corresponded with the ways they felt marginalized in school. Although Allie, Beth, and
Carly had notions of ESOL education that reflected their particular contexts, their
teaching responsibilities were similar to those that emerged for the urban teachers. This
means that the most salient themes that arose in the definitions of ESOL education for the
urban and rural participants, though different, involved performing similar tasks. While
the urban teachers believed that their job was to prepare their students for mainstream
classes, the rural participants believed that their job was to: 1) collaborate with
mainstream teachers, 2) be flexible in scheduling, and 3) act as cultural mediators with
mainstream teachers and administrators. In collaborations with teachers and as cultural
mediators the rural teachers, at times, had to convince mainstream teachers and
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administrators that ESOL was not remedial or unimportant in their schools. According to
the data, being placed in the role of advocating from a marginalized position was not part
of these participants’ teacher education courses, so that they were challenged to contend
with aspects of marginalization as they arose in the course of performing their teaching
responsibilities. Having to respond to the difficulties that they encountered while
carrying out their responsibilities as ESOL teachers obscured the rural participants’
awareness of the impact of racial marginalization for reasons that mirror those of urban
participants.

White racial discourse and the relationship to teaching and pedagogy
In this section, I analyze the participants’ conceptions of whiteness and propose
strategies to foster better understandings of race and racial identity by examining the
relationship between the avoidance and negativity that emerged in discourse about white
racial identity and how it connects to teaching and pedagogy. In her interviews, Carly
defined her whiteness in relationship to her African students and America's history of
slavery. She was shocked by the vast number of people who were slaves and then made
the connection to her African students "who could have been slaves." Hannah referred to
her white heritage negatively “as the major oppressors in the world,” while Maureen
distanced herself from being “just a white American” by embracing her Italian heritage.
Defining whiteness through racial positionality in American society has been well
documented by many scholars (Goldberg, 1993; Mills, 1997; Morrison, 1992; West,
1993). Ralph Ellison states, "Since the beginning of the nation, white Americans have
suffered from a deep inner uncertainty as to who they really are. One of the ways that has
been used to simplify the answer has been to seize upon the presence of black Americans
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and use them as a marker, a symbol of limits, a metaphor for the 'outsider' (West, 1993, p.
3).” Morrison expands Ellison's belief that whites do not know who they are without the
presence of African Americans. She states, "The rights of man, for example, an
organizing principle upon which the nation was founded, was inevitably yoked to
Africanism. Its history, its origin is permanently allied with another seductive concept:
the hierarchy of race...Nothing highlighted freedom—if it did not in fact create it—like
slavery (1992, p. 38)." For Morrison, Africanism is a term that expresses the views,
assumptions, readings and connotations that the blackness of African peoples has come to
signify in a more general sense; however, in the specific context of race in America, her
term "American Africanism" has made it possible,
Through the simple expedient of demonizing and reifying the range of color on a
palette...to say and not say, to inscribe and erase, to escape and engage, to act out
and act on, to historicize and render timeless. It provides a way of contemplating
chaos and civilization, desire and fear, and a mechanism for testing the problems
and blessings of freedom (1992, p. 7).
Carly, Hannah, and Maureen speak of their racial awareness in ways that allow them "to
say..." how they came to recognize their whiteness as well as to "...not say" exactly what
being white means on it's own without a hierarchical racial relationship. In explaining
how they came to recognize their whiteness, these participants reveal the ways in which
racial discourse has been historicized and rendered expressible; referring to slavery or
socioeconomic status shifts the focus from saying what it means to be white to
associating people of color with racial ordering.
For the participants, issues involving language and culture were more readily
addressed and noticed on a day to day level than issues of race. Language and culture
were aspects of their developing practice that became routine factors in how they
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approached and interpreted their students’ needs. Based on her research of white racial
identity development, Helms maintains that
Although some people might argue that White ethnic groups have retained their
ethnic identity, most White ethnic groups in America have also assimilated into
what is considered to be mainstream American culture, and have consequently
become more identified with the dominant White American middle-class culture
than a particular ethnic group or culture (1993, p. 106).
This assimilation has constructed notions of American culture for many mainstream
Americans that has obscured a racial focus, so that discourse about the white race
remains unexamined in many educational settings. As revealed in the participant
interviews, their educational backgrounds were within mostly white settings. Not having
exposure to diverse racial environments as part of their educational background or
personal experience stresses the importance of including alternative perspectives that
reflect the diverse settings of ESOL classrooms.
An alternative ESO L teacher education knowledge base
The traditional subjects of second language teaching are vital for ESOL teachers
to learn, yet based on my dissertation research I believe there is room to expand the
existing teacher education knowledge base for ESOL teachers. With such an expansion,
the current emphasis on teacher reflection would include inquiry into race and white
racial identity to foster analyses of relations of domination and racial inequality.
Including an analysis of racial identity as a part of teacher education doesn't necessarily
replace the traditional core knowledge base with another, rather it provides the
opportunity and experience for teachers to explore the influential aspects of identity that
play out in one's teaching and pedagogy.
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There are several factors that need to be included when considering an approach
to ESOL teacher education that responds to the themes that emerged from this study. The
components of such a knowledge base need to provide preservice teachers with education
about social stratification, race, and white privilege as well as be able to respond to the
types of marginalization the participants experienced as ESOL teachers. For white ESOL
teachers with students from various racial, ethnic, and cultural backgrounds, it is essential
to embrace pedagogy that problematizes relations of domination and the impact of white
cultural membership on teaching and pedagogy. This entails including curriculum
materials that reflect a critical multicultural and antiracist perspective as well as an
activist component that connects curriculum to lived experience. Without fostering
critical awareness, ESOL teachers inadvertently assess their students in ways that
misinterpret student work. I propose a model of ESOL teacher education that includes
aspects of the theoretical framework in Chapter II and the themes that emerged from
participant data in Chapter IV. I envision this knowledge base to include the four areas
described below.
•

Build a foundation of knowledge about issues of race and white privilege to assist
in developing an awareness of the alternative knowledge structures that inform
ESOL student perspectives.

This awareness would enable more accurate evaluations of student course work as in
Maureen’s reaction to her African student’s comment about noticing that the man in the
wedding photo was white, rather than his attire being formal or informal. Similarly,
Bridget’s focus on the details of shells and sea animals was a missed opportunity to
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address similar details about the various racial and ethnic groups in the beach pictures,
which her students may have been more familiar with than sea life.
Without an awareness of how societal norms maintain racial hierarchy, ESOL
teachers inaccurately believe that the ideals often advocated in many American
educational texts, such as individualism and equal opportunity, can be lived out for all
people regardless of racial or cultural membership. The ramifications of such thinking
could cause teachers to negatively evaluate ESOL students who do not also value these
ideals, but follow alternative knowledge systems that inform their value structure. In this
sense, being aware of dominant knowledge structures and the ways in which they become
solidified and taken-for-granted would decrease teacher misinterpretations of student
work.
In addition, addressing avoidance behaviors in discourse about white privilege
enables ESOL teachers to be more aware of their own avoidance tendencies in the
classroom when discussing perspectives that run counter to their dominant culture beliefs.
When ESOL students talk about their belief systems, ESOL teachers would be more apt
to explore their beliefs so that students could more easily understand connections
between home culture beliefs and dominant culture ones. If ESOL teachers assume that
dominant standards are "right", they impose conformity or assimilation to them, rather
than ways to acculturate or negotiate conflicting knowledge systems. Not addressing
issues of racial privilege in ESOL teacher education keeps notions of equality on a
superficial level due to the inability to conceptualize whiteness and its advantages while
failing to see how these advantages come at the expense of the marginalized (McIntyre,
1997).
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•

Incorporate learning about notions of race in society and institutions of schooling
that have contributed to the categorization of ESOL students as "Other."

Such an incorporation allows for inquiry into social stratification that includes analyses of
relations of domination and social inequality as a way to challenge all teachers to
question the taken-for-granted determinations of what is and is not possible within their
own teaching contexts, so that they can recognize and experiment with alternative
perspectives and ideologies (Johnson, 2000a; McIntyre, 1997; Sleeter, 2001). In
recognizing normalized behaviors and ideological assumptions, teachers can learn to
rethink styles of teaching, ways of interpreting, and methods of assessing their students
whose knowledge base is informed by points of reference that are, perhaps, unfamiliar.
For example, problematizing the classroom emphasis on individualism, largely an
unquestioned American teacher expectation, enables teachers to be mindful of cultural
orientations more closely aligned to ESOL student populations. In so doing, teachers
challenge themselves to reframe and alter their pedagogy by recognizing how underlying
power relations interact with language and culture to normalize mainstream knowledge
structures (Johnson, 2000a; Sleeter, 2001).
•

Examine the ways in which an ideology of consensus or "culture of niceness"
glosses over conflict and disagreement about racial issues in America, which
limits the direction inquiry can take (Apple, 1979; McIntyre, 1997).

Exploring possibilities to disrupt this cycle is realized through oppositional pedagogy,
such as critical multicultural education or antiracist education. An approach to teaching
that looks beyond a superficial portrayal of racial harmony to one that questions
dominant culture values and assumptions interrupts a hegemonic cycle. One way to
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disrupt hegemony is to examine the “selective tradition” maintained by schools that
reinforces unconscious knowledge constructions working to solidify the position of the
dominant culture in society by limiting the boundaries of critical inquiry (Apple, 1979;
Aronowitz & Giroux, 1991; Lesko & Bloom, 2000). Having a broader awareness of how
an "ideology of consensus" homogenizes student experiences and thus renders ESOL
student experiences as different, rather than important, assists ESOL teachers in
mediating for their students.
•

Address ways to respond to mainstream teachers and administrators when acting
as cultural mediators for ESOL students.

With an awareness of the stratification that results from the positionality of "Other,"
ESOL teachers can better recognize how mainstream teachers and administrators may be
unaware of the knowledge systems that inform ESOL student work and/or behavior.
Being able to articulate these differences would assist in distinguishing the aspects and
assumptions that mainstream teachers and administrators take for granted and expect
ESOL students to know. This role of cultural mediator that both urban and rural
participants took on stresses the importance of ESOL teachers to be able to advocate on
behalf of their students when academic or behavioral issues arise.
F u tu re research
This study has revealed some implications for ESOL teacher education that
require further research. I believe these implications encompass two areas of inquiry.
The first involves examining how participants’ feelings of marginalization affect their
collaboration with other teachers and their role as cultural mediators. While this study has
described the relationship between participants’ notions of ESOL education and the ways
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in which they experienced marginalization, it highlights the need to further explore how
these experiences influence aspects of collaboration in ESOL teaching as well as the
mediation that takes place between ESOL students and their mainstream teachers and
administrators. Further inquiry into these areas would aid in forming a knowledge base
for ESOL preservice teachers that addresses the aspects of marginalization specific to an
ESOL teaching context. Another consideration in this inquiry is the personal experiences
that these ESOL teachers have had in being in the position of “Other.” Within school
culture, they experienced what it was like to be on the periphery in ways that illuminate,
to some degree, the difficulties their students’ encounter in school, yet the participants
hadn’t been exposed to strategies that would assist them in addressing issues that arise
from such marginalization.
The second area for future research is to analyze the role that ESOL teachers’ play
in the ways that their students’ resist in class or tutor sessions. Throughout my
observations I sensed an undercurrent of student resistance in classroom and tutoring
sessions that I believe was specific to ESOL students because of the way these students
were able to distract or disrupt the teacher by claiming not to understand instructions or
explanations. Since issues of language were an essential part of the work in these
classrooms, students’ claims were immediately taken up and expanded upon, often
resulting in little time for in-class work as well as less homework. Connected to this area
of inquiry is how ESOL classrooms could be sights for students to regain higher status
because of their diminished status outside of class.
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Conclusion
Throughout this final chapter, I have argued for an approach to ESOL teacher
education that incorporates an analysis of white racial identity and examines the historical
and structural context for the production of racism. While such a context can not be
dissociated from intersections with other identity markers, such as gender and class, I
believe the inclusion of discourse about white racial identity could inform and initiate
examinations of other types of systemic level inequity in ways that impel teachers to
actively disrupt, not only cycles of white racial advantage, but also those based on class,
gender, sexual orientation, religion, and so on. By asking what role white racial identity
has on the teaching and pedagogy of new ESOL teachers, I strive to connect issues of
race and racial advantage to other identity factors that foster inquiry into the social
stratifications that unfairly disadvantage ESOL students of color. I believe such an
analysis would cause ESOL teachers to actively promote issues of social justice in their
teaching and empower them to take an activist stance. Developing an awareness of the
alternative knowledge structures that inform ESOL student perspectives could also foster
more accurate responses to student academic work and provide better understandings of
how to advocate when issues of inequality arise with mainstream teachers, students, and
administrators.
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APPENDIX A

Locating the Project
Multicultural
Education within
Mainstream Teacher
Education

Teacher
Education

^ Multicultural
Education within
ESOL Teacher
Education

j

Defining the
Knowledge Base

Defining the
Knowledge Base

I
Research on Multicultural
Education for Mainstream
Teacher Education in terms
of:
—teacher identity
-pedagogy

Research on Race and Culture
for ESOL Teacher Education
in terms of:
—teacher identity
-pedagogy

1

Teacher identity research:
—premises
—rationale

Teacher identity research:
—premises
—rationale

I
White teachers/Whiteness:
—research includes: Kailin,
Ladson-Billings, McIntyre,
Sleeter, etc.

What is the overlap
and tension here?

—whiteness=white race

White teachers/Whiteness:
—research by NNEST (non
native English speaking
teachers)
—whiteness=native speaker?
—lack of research

What role does
white racial
identity have in
the teaching and
pedagogy of
new ESOL
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APPENDIX B
From: Goldberg, David Theo. (1993). Racist Culture: Philosophy and the Politics o f
Meaning. Cambridge: Blackwell Press.

'Racialized Discourse'
How are beliefs about race verbalized?

References to Institutions

Historical References

How are institutions referred to in
terms of complicity to racism?
What principles underlie institutional
racism?
\
/

What expressions are used to explain:
» historical formations o f racial thinking?
historical logic of racial thinking?
What historical references are made within
\ racialized discourse?

'Grammar of
Racialized
Discourse'
References to Social Factors

References to Racist Acts

How are enunciations tied to ascribed or
self-assumed social identities?
How are enunciations driven by scientific
linguistic, economic, bureaucratic, legal
philosophical, and religious forms?

Are racist acts seen as overt or covert?
Are the consequences of racist acts seen as
overt or covert?

'Preconceptual Elements of Racialized Discourse'

Conceptual Conditions for Racialized Discourse

'Social Conjuncture of Racialized Discourse'

'Discursive Power and the Body of Racist Expression'

'Racist Subject'
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'Racialized Discourse'
• What tone of voice is used when discussing race?
• When does race enter the conversation?

'The Grammar of Racialized Discourse'
• What truth-claims or representations of race are made?
• What objects or styles are referred to when discussing race?
• What objects do the discursive representations refer to?
• What styles of reference are found in the figures of speech, metaphors, categories, or
expressions of racialized discourse?
• **What relationship is there between racialized expressions and the preconceptual
plane?**
• What hypothetical premises ('great chain of being', classificatory hierarchies, etc) are
made about human kind and the differences between them (both mental and
physical)?
• What judgements are made about ethical choices (e.g. domination and subjugation,
entitlement and restriction, disrespect and abuse)?
• How does racialized discourse incorporate a set of institutional regulations,
directions, and pedagogic models (e.g. apartheid, separate development, educational
institutions, choice of educational and bureaucratic language, etc.)?
• What is the interplay between the location, arrangement and displacement of
racialized discourse and the preconceptual grounds of it?

'The Preconceptual Elements of Racialized Discourse'
•
•
•
•

What aspects of the racialized discourse are reflective and constitutive of power?
What are the underlying power relations of the discourse or expression?
How are racialized expressions normalized in the broad social context?
Does classification and the ordering of phenomena into categories, catalogues,
indices, inventories, etc. claim to reflect the natural order of things?
• Is there a racial ordering that implies a racial hierarchy (e.g. hair texture, smell, body
size, head shape, correlates of skin color) with natural, physical, and/or behavioral
expectations?
• How is racial differentiation described?
• How is difference and/or otherness explained?
• How is difference excluded?
• What is the outcome of implicit or explicit deliberation about race?

'The Social Conjuncture of Racialized Discourse'
•
•
•

What macrosocial conditions have enabled racialized expression to emerge and
pervade social and personal identity?
What common assumptions of truth (naturalism, intellectualism, rationalism,
empiricism) authorize racist exclusions?
What social conditions have contributed to the expressibility of racialized discourse?

'Discursive Power and the Body of Racist Expression'
•

How does racial exclusion become institutionalized and taken up in unity?
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•

What connection does racist exclusion have to discourse of the body, i.e., "body
talk"?
• What justifications are given in racialized discourse?
• Does this justification refer to entitlements, rights of accessibility (to
enfranchisement, opportunity, or treatment), endowments (goods and the means
thereto); and conversely, denial (disenfranchisement or restriction), prohibition (to
entry, participation, or services), and alienation (of goods and the means to them)?

'The Racist Subject1
• How pervasive is the racist expression in terms of 1) the authority of racist
articulation, 2) the question of human agency, and 3) the formation of subjectivity?
• What is the mediation between the self and society?
• How are discursive expressions passed along, inherited, reproduced, and transformed
to suit prevailing social conditions?
• How does the discourse underlying racism codefine subjectivity and otherness?
• Does racial exclusion include as general principles scapegoating (e.g. a conspiracy
theory), rationalizations (like inferiority), or rational stereotyping (e.g., a normative
judgment appealing to factual evidence?
• Are other factors such as fear and conformism used for racial exclusion?
• How is individual identity defined by discourses of difference, i.e. an "identity-inotherness"?
• Are others defined reductively as a way to exclude them?
• How is racial discourse normalized?
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APPENDIX C
Interview #1 Q uestions
1—How long have you been teaching ESOL?
2—Tell me about your ESOL teacher education program.
3—How was ESOL education conceptualized/theorized in your course work?
4—How did this compare to your ESOL internship?
5—What does ESOL education mean to you now as a teacher?
6—Tell me about the racial and cultural make-up of the neighborhood(s) you grew up in
and the school(s) you attended.
Probe: What was the racial make-up of your neighborhoods/schools?
7—What race and culture do you identify with?
Probe: What do you identify as racially?
8—What aspects of your racial and cultural identity, do you feel, are evident in your
everyday life?
Probe: Are there aspects of your racial identity that you think are apparent in your daily
life?
9—How did you become interested in teaching ESOL?
10—What are your perceptions of your ESOL students?
11—What are the different ways you approach teaching your students depending on their
religion, culture, race, or gender?
Probe: How does race factor into your approach to teaching?
12—What are your guiding notions about teaching ESOL students?
13—Does your school have a uniform ESOL education plan/goal?
14—If so, how is ESOL education defined within this plan/goal?
15—In what ways does your teaching context(s)/situation(s) influence your ideas/beliefs
about teaching ESOL?
16—Do you feel that your teaching context influences or affects your own racial and
cultural identity? O R Do you feel that the surroundings wherein you teach influence your
personal sense of who you are racially and/or culturally?
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Probe: Do you think it [teaching context] influences your personal sense of who you are
racially?

Interview #2 Questions:
1—When you think of American culture what comes to mind for you?
2—What aspects of American culture do you identify with or relate to?
3—What role does American culture play in your ESOL teaching or tutoring?
4—What American customs or beliefs, do you think, are most important for the various
ESOL students that you teach, to know about? And which ones, do you think, are most
important for these various students to adapt to?
5—What do you feel are some of the most challenging or troubling aspects of adjusting,
interpreting, or navigating American culture for your students?
6—What factors do you consider when choosing the material you will use when teaching
or tutoring your various ESOL students?
Probe: How do you decide what material will best serve your students?
7—What influences, do you think, are instrumental in causing you to determine these
factors?
8—Many schools these days place high priority on diversity and multicultural education.
How do you define each of these?
9—What emphasis do you place on using multicultural materials in your ESOL teaching?
10—How do you understand multicultural education in the context o f your ESOL
teaching?
11—How does your school/school district see the role or position of the ESOL program in
their vision of multicultural education?

Interview #3 Questions
1—From the interactions that you've had with your students' parents or guardians, what
importance do you think they place on their child's academic achievement?
Probe: How do your students’ parents regard school?
2—What is the parents' or guardians level of involvement in their child's education?
3—How do you think your various ESOL students regard school and their own academic
achievement?
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4—Generally speaking, what are the aspirations of some of your ESOL students?
5—What sorts of jobs do you think your various students can or will get once they finish
high school/college?
6—Do you think your various students are trying to achieve broadly the same aims or
goals in life as the majority of the mainstream students in the schools they attend?
7—What do you think these aims or goals are?
8—Overall, how do you think your students' behave in your classroom/tutoring sessions?
In their other classes?
9—What are some of the discipline issues that arise for you in your classes/tutoring
sessions?
10—If your students act out sometimes, what do you think are some of the reasons or
influences that cause them to do so?
11—What are your expectations of your various students' academic achievement?
12—How do they and/or how don't they live up to these expectations?
13—What are some of the obstacles that you think get in the way of your students' ability
to meet your expectations?
14—What are your expectations of your students' ability to accomplish what you think
they should by the end of this academic school year? Will they be where you think they
ought to be?
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APPENDIX D
Master list of codes with frequency counts:
American Dream-2
assumptions-7
choosing ESOL material-12
collaboration-2
culture as food
culture as holidays-3
definitions of American culture-14
definitions of diversity-7
definitions of multicultural education-13
difference between ESOL/mainstream-17
difficulty adjusting to American culture-10
discipline problems-29
ESOL education-56
ESOL as remedial-7
ESOL teacher as personal identity-10
ESOL student aspirations-10
ESOL students as resource-10
ESOL teacher solidarity-2
ESOL vs. mainstream goals-9
gaps in student leaming-3
gender issues-8
generalizations-2
good preparation to teach ESOL-12
how ESOL students regard school-8
influence of ESOL teaching context on
personal identity-15
lack of clear conception of ESOL-17
lack of ESOL specific courses-4
lack of preparation to teach ESOL-19
marginalization within school culture-33
multicultural materials in ESOL teaching-11
need to assimilate-13
normalization of whitenessobstacles to student academic
achievement-14
parental involvement-20
perceptions of ESOL students-21
personal identity-20

race talk-33
race talk-physical features-5
racial/cult. backgrd.-22
reasons for discipline problems-14
role of Amer. cult, in ESOL teaching-13
role of ESOL in school's m.c. vision-9
shunning of whiteness-14
space issues-4
story-72
student perceptions of Amer. cult.-4
supportive school culture-6
supportive teaching environmt.-l
teacher expectations-20
time constraints-7
unimportance of ESOL by administration-20
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APPENDIX E
Table 1: Summary of Participant Information
Maureen

Hannah

Bridget

Carly

Allie

Beth

School
classification

Urban

Urban

Urban

Rural

Rural

Rural

Total
population
(school or
district)
Percentage of
limited English
proficient
students in
school/district

School:
2381

School:
1070

School:
422

School:
738

District:
2088

District:
2846

9.6%
(school)

6.6%
(school)

17.1%
(school)

1.8%
(district)

.4%
(district)

.3%
(district)

Percentage of
free or reduced
lunch in
school/district

12.0%
(school)

29.3%
(school)

70.4%
(school)

2.0%
(district)

10.4%
(district)

24.3%
(district)

Percentage of
White, nonHispanic

85.43%

84.02%

67.56%

97.02%

96.7%

98.56%

Median
household
income

$40,774
(city)

$40,774
(city)

$40,774
(city)

$44,198
(county)

$48,875
(county)

$40,792
(county)

Classroom
description

Modular
unit outside
of main
school
building

Half of a
regular
classroom;
furthest back
comer from
main school
entrance

10'xlO'
windowless
room off
teachers
lunchroom;
stores two
refrigerators

Large,
sunny space
on 2ndfloor
overlooking
library

One school:
6'x8' corridor
between
nurses office
and storage
room. Other 3
schools: no
classroom

One school: old
equipment
storage room
off main library.
Other 2 schools:
no classroom
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APPENDIX F
Teacher Reaction Table: Reactions to race, gender, and religious comments when they
have occurred in the classroom:

Race

Gender

Religion

Have acknowledged
comments occurred
(in interviews)

Maureen
Hannah
Bridget
Carly

Maureen
Hannah
Beth

Maureen
Hannah
Carly

Have heard comments,
but didn't
say anything to
student or class

Maureen
Hannah
Bridget
Carly

Have discussed
comments with
student(s)

Maureen
Carly

Maureen
Hannah
Beth

Maureen
Hannah
Carly

Maureen
Hannah

Maureen
Hannah

Have discussed
comment with class
(classroom teachers)

Discussion with
class when student who
received comment was
not present

Bridget

I SO
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